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Studies establishing key phenomena and developing
diagnostics for energetic particle physics, which are es-
sential for the next step burning plasma experiments such
as the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reac-
tor (ITER), have been performed at the Joint European
Torus (JET). Experiments have demonstrated clear self-
heating of deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasma by alpha par-
ticles as a maximum in electron temperature at an optimum
mixture of 60 6 20% tritium. The change in electron
temperature produced by alpha heating, DTe(0) 1.36
0.23 keV, was as expected from classical heating, whereas
the heating of thermal ions was higher than expected
from reference deuterium discharges. Alfvén eigenmodes
were stable in the highest fusion performance D-T plas-
mas, in agreement with the modeling. Systematic studies
on the existence and properties of Alfvén eigenmodes
with external antenna driving and detecting Alfvén ei-
genmodes are presented. The formation of fuel ion tails
due to alpha-particle knock-on effects is described as
derived from neutral particle analyzer and neutron emis-
sion spectrometry in D-T experiments. The gamma-ray
diagnostics are shown to measure profiles and energy
distribution functions of high-energy ions and alpha par-
ticles. Time- and space-resolved gamma-ray images dem-
onstrated for the first time the possibility of measuring
several types of energetic ions simultaneously. The novel
technique of detecting unstable Alfvén eigenmodes with
interferometry is found to be superior in detecting core-
localized Alfvén eigenmodes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental study of thermonuclear burning plas-
mas on ITER, in which the power of plasma self-heating
by fusion-born alpha particles exceeds auxiliary heating
power, is an essential next step for magnetic nuclear fu-
sion.1 To meet the requirements anticipated for this next
step, present-day tokamaks worldwide study in depth the
physics of energetic particles, which is a key issue for the
burning plasmas. The JET tokamak2 is one of the best
present-day machines for performing burning plasma
studies since JET has the D-T capability for performing
experiments with fusion-born alpha particles and, histor-
ically, the JET tokamak was designed and built to “op-
erate in conditions where alpha particles are produced
and confined” in D-T plasmas.3 Typical values of the
plasma currents, Ip  3 to 4.5 MA, used in JET high-
performance operations are high enough for the first orbit
losses of ions with energies in the MeV range to be neg-
ligible. The toroidal field ripples in JET are very small,
d [ ~Bmax Bmin!0~Bmax Bmin!  1% at the edge, and
do not cause any significant losses of energetic ions ei-
ther.4 Furthermore, the experimentally measured non-
classical ~fluctuation-induced! diffusion coefficient for
ions accelerated by ion cyclotron resonance heating
~ICRH! was estimated in JET to be D 0.2 m20s only,5
except during magnetohydrodynamic ~MHD! events such
as sawteeth or when the wave-particle resonance be-
comes possible, as in the case of Alfvén eigenmodes
~AEs!. This value of the energetic ion transport is much
smaller than the thermal plasma transport, D  1 m20s.
One concludes that the JET tokamak is well suited for
studies of energetic ions since these are well confined
within the plasma.
The good confinement of energetic ions and thermal
plasma in JET makes it possible to generate and sustain
significant populations of ions with energies signifi-
cantly higher than plasma temperature and with the en-
ergy content up to that of the thermal plasma. Energetic
ions in JET are produced with neutral beam injection
~NBI! and ICRH techniques capable of accelerating hy-
drogen isotopes H, D, T, and 3He up to the MeV energy
range.6–8 A population of energetic 4He ions can be ob-
tained in D-T fusion reactions with quite significant val-
ues of the fast ion density and energy contents.9,10 It is
also possible to accelerate a population of 4He ions up to
the MeV energy range with NBI plus ICRH technique in
radiation-free helium plasma.11
Among the techniques of plasma heating, NBI heat-
ing with a power in excess of 20 MW plays a major role
in JET ~Ref. 12!. All high-performance scenarios rely on
an NBI-produced fast ion population as the principal
source of plasma heating.10 The NBI system in JET con-
sists of two sources, which in the case of deuterium beams
have nominal energy E1D 70 to 80 keV ~octant 4, total
power up to P1D 13.6 MW! and E2D 130 to 140 keV
~octant 8, total power up to P2D 7.6 MW!. Both octants
have beams with a tangency radius 1.3 m ~normal! and
1.85 m ~tangential!. Apart from deuterium, both beams
can inject hydrogen, helium, and 3He. A high-voltage
NBI source in octant 8 was also used for injecting tritium
beam with up to E2T  160 keV and P2T  10.5 MW in
high–fusion power D-T experiments. Hydrogen gases pro-
duce neutral beams in three fractions at E, E02, and E03
energies, while helium beams are produced at energy E
only.
NBI heating in JET is ideally suited for providing
heating of bulk ions since the injection energy of the
beams is usually below the critical energy associated
with the typical high electron temperature in JET. With
high-power NBI, high-performance plasmas with bulk
ion temperatures higher than the electron temperatures,
Ti  2Te, are usually obtained. In addition to heating,
NBI is also providing fueling. In particular, tritium NBI
at energy of 160 keV was very effective in penetrating to
the plasma core in hot-ion H modes, thus providing tri-
tium fueling close to the optimum D:T 50:50 mixture
in high–fusion power D-T experiments in JET ~Ref. 10!.
The ICRH plant in JET is very flexible and allows a
variety of ICRH schemes to be employed.6–8,11,13 ICRH
is used for heating of both electrons and ions, depending
on the ratio between the critical energy and the tail tem-
perature of ICRH-accelerated ions. In this chapter, only
ICRH experiments generating temperatures of energetic
ion tail in the MeV energy range are considered, since
these ions can mimic fusion ions of a burning plasma. A
more complete description of ICRH techniques used for
achieving highest D-T neutron yields and for the mode
conversion can be found in Ref. 8 in this special issue.
Table I shows a comparison of some characteristic pa-
rameters of energetic ions in the MeV energy range ob-
tained in high-fusion D-T experiments in JET and with
different ICRH and ICRH plus NBI acceleration tech-
niques versus ITER parameters.
In the classical scheme of plasma heating by fast
ions, the fast ions transfer their energy to the thermal ions
and electrons by Coulomb collisions. If the energy of the
fast ions is less than a critical value, power flows mainly
to thermal ions rather than to electrons ~see, e.g., Ref. 14
and references therein!. The critical energy at which the
power to the electrons equals that to the ions is given by
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Ecrit  14.8Af Te(
i
ni Zi20ne Ai203 , ~1!
where
Af  atomic mass of the fast ions
Ai  atomic mass of the thermal ions
Te  electron temperature
ni  ion density
ne  electron density
Zi  atomic number of the thermal ions.
The amount of energy that goes from ions with initial
energy E into the plasma ions is given by14
Gi 
Ecrit
E

0
E0Ecrit dy
1 y 302
, ~2!
and this function Gi~E0Ecrit ! is illustrated in Fig. 1. In
accordance with Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, the classical plasma
heating by fast ions in JET plasmas with a D-T mixture
D:T 50:50 can be classified as shown in Table II.
It is of paramount importance for burning plasma
studies to assess experimentally whether D-T plasma heat-
ing by fusion-born alpha particles is classical, so that one
may rely upon the heat fluxes to electrons and ions used
for predictions of plasma performance in a fusion reac-
tor. The good confinement of the energetic ions has made
feasible investigating effective D-T plasma self-heating
by the fusion-born alpha particles during high-power D-T
experiments in JET. The first observation of measurable
alpha-particle heating was performed on TFTR with a
fusion gain up to Q[ Pfus0Pin  0.27, where Pfus is the
fusion power and Pin is the total input power to the ma-
chine.15 More favorable conditions for alpha-particle heat-
ing existed in the JET hot-ion H-mode plasmas with a
significantly higher fusion gain,16 Q  0.65. It was nev-
ertheless a challenging problem for JET to demonstrate
clearly the alpha heating effect, and a specifically de-
signed set of experiments was performed to observe the
TABLE I
Characteristics of ICRH-Accelerated Ions and Fusion-Born Alpha Particles in JET Experiments*
JET ITER
References 6 and 7 6 and 7 11 1 and 9 1
Type of fast ions Hydrogen 3He 4He Alpha Alpha
Source ICRH tail ICRH tail ICRH tail Fusion Fusion
Mechanism Minority Minority Third harmonic
of NBI
D-T nuclear D-T nuclear
Slowing down time, tS ~s! 1.0 0.9 0.4 1.0 0.8
Heating power per volume at the magnetic axis,
Pf ~0! ~MW0m3 !
0.8 1.0 0.5 0.12 0.55
Ratio of the on-axis fast ion density to electron
density, nf ~0!0ne ~0! ~%!
1.0 1.5 1.5 0.44 0.85
On-axis fast ion beta, bf ~0! ~%! 2 2 3 0.7 1.2
Volume-averaged fast ion beta, ^bf & ~%! 0.25 0.3 0.3 0.12 0.3
Normalized radial gradient of fast ion beta,
max6R¹bf 6 ~%!
'5 '5 5 3.5 3.8
*Predicted values of similar parameters are also given for alpha particles in ITER.
Fig. 1. Graph of the function G~E0Ecrit ! given by formula ~2!
from Stix.14
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effect. The results of the JET experiments demonstrating
plasma heating by the alpha particles are reviewed in
Sec. II of this paper.
Alfvén instabilities are an important issue for burn-
ing plasma studies ~see, e.g., Ref. 9 and references therein!.
Since alpha particles are born in fusion reactions at a
speed exceeding the Alfvén velocity, these alpha parti-
cles may excite Alfvén eigenmodes via Landau reso-
nance during the alpha-particle slowing down. The
spectrum of AEs ~frequencies and most unstable mode
numbers! and the saturation amplitudes of AEs in burn-
ing plasmas constitute a major source of uncertainty, which
can significantly affect alpha-particle pressure profiles
and alpha-particle losses. AEs are observed in the ma-
jority of JET discharges with ICRH ~Ref. 17!; recent
developments in diagnosing the modes via electron den-
sity perturbations18 significantly expanded the reliability
and accuracy of AE detection. Usually, frequencies of the
observed AEs in JET are found to be in robust agreement
with the existing spectral MHD codes on JET so that
obtaining information on plasma parameters from the
observed AE spectrum ~MHD spectroscopy! becomes
possible on JET ~Ref. 19!. It is important to note, how-
ever, that during the high–fusion power D-T experi-
ments,9 unstableAEs were not observed in hot ion H-mode
even at the highest fusion power. On the other hand, in
the optimized shear plasmas aiming at developing inter-
nal transport barriers20 ~ITBs!, AEs were driven unstable
by the ICRH-accelerated minority ions when ICRH power
as low as 1 MW was applied so that possible AE insta-
bilities driven by alpha particles could not be unambig-
uously identified.9 Experimental data on AEs observed
in JET and theoretical considerations of the AE stability
in JET high-power D-T experiments are presented in
Sec. III.
In parallel with the studies of unstable AEs excited
by fast ions in JET, stable AEs were studied with external
Alfvén antennas.17,21,22 In this technique, the relevant
Alfvén frequency range is probed with an externally
launched wave of sweeping frequency. AEs are detected
as high-quality, v0g  102 to 103, resonances in the
plasma response at the AE frequency v. The damping
rate g of such AEs can then be deduced from the width of
the resonance. These studies of AEs are presented in
Sec. IV.
Diagnosis of energetic ions and energetic ion–driven
instabilities is of major importance for burning plasma
devices.1 This important problem is challenging, too, since
the burning plasma diagnostics under the harsh condi-
tions of a D-T plasma must be capable of performing
accurate simultaneous measurements of several popula-
tions of energetic ions: fusion-born alpha particles, NBI-
produced D ions in the MeV energy range, and minority
ions accelerated with ICRH ~Ref. 1!. In addition, reliable
techniques for detecting electromagnetic plasma oscilla-
tions coupled to some of these energetic ions via the
wave-particle resonances, such as AEs, are also required
since these perturbations may affect transport and losses
of the energetic ions. Section V reviews the development
and testing of diagnostic techniques measuring the dis-
tribution functions of energetic ions and energetic ion–
driven instabilities in JET during the decade 1996 to
2006. Several new diagnostics of both confined and lost
energetic ions installed in JET in 2006 and 2007 are also
described briefly in Sec. VI.
The authorship of this chapter is as follows: Section I
~the Introduction! was written by S. E. Sharapov and
L.-G. Eriksson. Section II was written by P. R. Thomas
and edited by S. E. Sharapov. Section III was written by
S. D. Pinches and S. E. Sharapov. Section IV was written
by A. Fasoli and D. S. Testa. Section V was written by
G. Gorini, J. Kallne, V. G. Kiptily, A. A. Korotkov, A.
Murari, and S. E. Sharapov. Section VI ~the Conclusions
and Outlook! was written by S. E. Sharapov.
II. OBSERVATION OF ALPHA HEATING
IN JET D-T PLASMAS
The original tokamak reactor concept was based on
the idea that once ignited, the D-T plasma in a tokamak
TABLE II
Main Types of Energetic Ions in JET Plasmas with a D-T Mixture D:T 50:50, Their Initial and Critical Energies, and Ratio
Between Energies Flowing from These Ions to Thermal Ions Gi and to Thermal Electrons Ge
E
~keV! Ecrit 0Te
E0Ecrit for
Te 14 keVa
Gi 0Ge
Gi 0~1 Gi !
Fusion alpha particles 3.52{103 33 7.62 0.3
Deuterium NBI 140 16.5 0.61 5.67
Tritium NBI 160 25 0.46 9
ICRH-accelerated hydrogen '500 8.25 4.33 0.54
aThe estimate of E0Ecrit is given for electron temperature 14 keV achieved in highest fusion power discharge @JET pulse 42976
~Ref. 10!# .
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becomes entirely self-heated through the fusion-born alpha
particles, which carry 20% of the D-T fusion power.1 For
the alpha-particle power to be absorbed, the alphas must
be magnetically confined and slow down in the plasma.
Thus, the alpha particle generation, heating, and trans-
port must be understood well enough to predict with
certainty alpha-particle behavior in a fusion reactor. A
direct experimental investigation of the effectiveness of
the alpha-particle heating16 was of crucial importance in
the D-T experiments performed in JET since only such
an investigation could confirm alpha heating models ap-
plied to tokamak reactor designs such as ITER.
For fusion plasmas, the energy of fusion-born alpha
particles is about an order of magnitude higher than the
critical energy at which the power from alpha particles to
the electrons equals that to the bulk ions. Thus, the alpha-
particle heating of electrons is the dominant effect pro-
duced by the alphas during their slowing down, and the
electron temperature measurement was considered as the
main indicator of alpha heating. For typical electron tem-
peratures of 10 keV, more than 95% of the alpha power is
transferred to the electrons.
The TFTR team were the first to observe alpha heat-
ing.15 The alpha power was 3% of the total heating power
absorbed by the plasma, so the electron heating due to
alphas was only twice the error arising from pulse-to-
pulse variation. With a fusion power gain three to four
times that of TFTR, JET was in a better position to ob-
serve alpha heating. The TFTR experiment established
the importance of eliminating isotopic effects, due to the
change from D to D-T fuel, and averaging out, or elim-
inating, the effects of MHD instabilities.
In addition to possible effects due to anomalous
plasma thermal conductivity, the isotopic mixture of the
plasma and NBI influences heating deposition profiles,
electron-ion coupling, neutral penetration, and plasma
rotation frequencies, with the latter affecting MHD sta-
bility of the plasma. Thus, if alpha heating is to be ob-
served when it is much less than the total power input to
the plasma, these isotopic effects must be eliminated.
This was accomplished in this experiment by scanning
the plasma mix from pure D to as nearly pure T as could
be managed. Since the alpha production at the extremes
of the scan should be small, a maximum must lie in
between that should be visible in the plasma temperature.
A 3.8-MA03.4-T NBI-heated hot-ion H-mode23 was
chosen for the alpha heating experiment. It featured a
low target density ~;1 1019 m3! and low levels of
neutral recycling to achieve the hot ion regime. The NBI
provided a large core particle source, so its D-T mixture
had to be varied in concert with that of the plasma. To
maintain constant power and little variation in the parti-
cle source, the power was constrained, by features of the
JET NBI system and its operation with tritium, to 10.5 MW
and the scan to 5 points. Nevertheless, the plasma den-
sity, energy content, and fusion yield grew continuously
until terminated by a type I edge-localized mode24 ~ELM!,
2.5 to 3 s after the start of NBI heating. The high-
performance phase is significantly longer than the cen-
tral alpha-particle slowing-down time and the plasma
energy confinement time, both of which are ;1 s. The
NBI particle source varied from 61020 atoms0s in T to
8  1020 atoms0s in D. The volume average electron
density just before the ELM was ;4 1019 m3 for all
the pulses in the scan. The TRANSP code25 predictions
indicated that the fusion output would be 5 to 6 MW with
a 50:50 D-T mixture and that the alpha heating should be
30 to 40% of the power input to the core electrons.
In order that the recycling composition was the same
as that of the gas and NBI sources, the vacuum vessel
walls and divertor target had to be loaded with the re-
quired D-T mixture. This was done by loading up to
;90% tritium first, using high-density ICRH tritium-
fueled pulses followed by the alpha heating pulse type
with 3 MW of ICRH and no NBI. The use of ICRH kept
the neutron yield to acceptably low levels, and the final
use of the alpha heating pulse restored the required low
recycling conditions. Subsequent pulses with lower tri-
tium content were prepared in the same way, using
deuterium-fueled plasmas to load the walls and the re-
quired mix for the ICRH rehearsal of the alpha heating
pulse. The first attempt at an;100% tritium plasma was
somewhat unsatisfactory. Although Ta0Da light emis-
sion, a neutral particle analyzer, and Penning discharge
spectroscopy of the divertor exhaust gas indicated that
the edge tritium level was 90%, it was clear from the
neutron yield that the core concentration was closer to
75%. There must have been a wall source of deuterium
that was not seen by the diagnostics. The rest of the scan
was completed from this starting point, and the 100%
tritium pulse was repeated after an intensive period of
pure tritium fueling for other purposes. This time, the
neutron yield was about 15% of that obtained with 60%
tritium and corresponded to a core tritium concentration
of 92%.
The fusion performance of these plasmas turned out
to be slightly better than anticipated. The best was pulse
42847, which produced a maximum of 6.7-MW fusion
power with 60% tritium concentration. Some traces for
this pulse are shown in Fig. 2, together with those for
pulse 43011, with 92% tritium. The alpha heating power
is computed in TRANSP using the computed birth pro-
file normalized to the measured fusion rate. The trapping
and slowing down of the alphas are modeled in a Monte
Carlo package, similar to that for NBI. It can be seen that
although the absorbed NBI powers are nearly identical,
the 92% tritium pulse has a very much lower alpha heat-
ing power. Since the pure deuterium pulses have essen-
tially zero fusion power, the aim of obtaining a clear
maximum in the fusion yield had been achieved. Notice
that the neutral beam power of 43011 is larger than that
of 42847 for the first 0.5 s. As a result, both energy
content and temperatures grow more rapidly at the start.
Once it has built up, the effect of the alpha heating in
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42847 is apparent during the last second of the beam
pulse. The ion temperature increase is due to changes in
equipartition and NBI power to the electrons rather than
direct alpha heating.
II.A. Alpha-Particle Heating of Electrons
The alpha heating of the electrons can be seen clearly
in the contour plot of the central electron temperature,
determined from electron cyclotron emission ~ECE!, ver-
sus time and D-T mixture, which is shown in Fig. 3. The
D-T mixture is adjusted to reconcile TRANSP estimates
of the peak neutron yield, using experimental tempera-
ture and density profiles, with the experimental values.
The maximum Te grows with increasing tritium concen-
tration, up to a maximum at 60%, and then declines to
nearly the same value as in pure deuterium. The effect of
sawteeth is strongest at low T concentration, and alpha
heating is best seen in the electron temperature reached
just before sawtooth crashes. This is why pulses 42847
and 43011 were compared in Fig. 2.
The error in the value of the neutron-based D-T mix-
ture is 3% at 10 or 90% T, increasing to 20% at 40 or 60%
T because the yield is insensitive to the mixture in this
range. Part of this error is due to an uncertainty in Zeff
that has been corrected once the optical transmission of
vacuum vessel windows has been measured. At the time,
the peak yield was estimated to be closer to 50%.
The late phase of the 20% tritium pulse and some
other pulses, whose data have not been included, showed
a clear deterioration of the central electron temperature
when edge MHD activity was present. In the following,
data were selected from the peak of sawteeth when such
activity was not present.
Using data selected as described above, the alpha
heating can be brought out very clearly. Figure 4 shows
the central electron temperature against total heating
power, including alpha heating, determined by TRANSP.
The horizontal bars indicate the difference in absorbed
NBI power compared with the 92% tritium pulse, 43011.
Bars to the right indicate a relative shortfall in NBI power.
It can be seen that this difference is as much as 1 MW for
some of the points at low tritium concentration. How-
ever, most of the alpha scan points are within 0.3 MW of
NBI power in 43011. The figure includes for comparison
some ICRH pulses, which had been used before the tri-
tium experiment to test the feasibility of detecting alpha
heating. The effect of ICRH is very similar to that of
alpha heating because it couples mainly to the plasma
electrons, as discussed in the Introduction. A number of
points about Fig. 4 are apparent:
Fig. 2. Traces of ~a! absorbed NBI power, ~b! alpha heating
power, ~c! thermal plasma energy content, and ~d! cen-
tral ion ~CXS! and electron ~ECE! temperatures for
pulse 42847 ~solid line!, which had the largest fusion
output of the scan, and pulse 43011 ~dashed line!, which
had the largest tritium content.16
Fig. 3. Contour plot of the central electron temperature against
time ~horizontal axis! and nT 0~nT nD! ~vertical axis!
for the six pulses of the alpha heating scan. Giant saw-
teeth are marked with squares.16
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1. The temperature is proportional to the total heat-
ing power.
2. The bars show that the correlation between the
points improves if the actual NBI power is used.
3. The alpha and ICRH power sources are identical
in their effects.
A regression fit to the data of Fig. 4 gives Te~0! 
~0.21 6 0.99!  ~0.99 6 0.09!Pheat , where Pheat is the
total power absorbed by the plasma, including ICRH and
alpha power. Separating the alpha power in the fit gives
Te~0! ~0.0761.04! ~1.060.1!~PheatPa! ~0.996
0.13!Pa. If the electron density or nT 0nD is included in
the regression fit, their weights are zero within errors.
The lack of any significant mixture dependence indicates
that there can be no isotopic effect in energy confine-
ment. The lack of dependence of electron density with Te
is consistent with the simultaneous increase in plasma
energy content and density during the ELM-free phase of
these plasmas. The regression fit gives a change in cen-
tral Te of 1.36 0.23 keV with 1.3-MW alpha power. The
standard error for the temperature is indicated, which
reflects the pulse-to-pulse variation in the data. It should
be remembered that the data are selected to be free of
MHD activity and that there are systematic calibration
errors for Te~0! and Pa, which are estimated to be 5 and
10%, respectively.
The regression analysis of the Te data showed that
there was no discernible isotope effect in the electron
heating. This is confirmed by the dependence of the ther-
mal energy confinement time on mixture. Figure 5 shows
the diamagnetic and thermal energies together with the
plasma energy confinement time versus D-T mixture.
The thermal energy content and energy confinement time
are those obtained from the TRANSP analysis. The error
bars in the energy confinement time reflect the fluctua-
tions in value from one time slice to the next and are not
statistically based. The data points are taken when the
diamagnetic energy content peaks, which is normally just
before the end of the ELM-free phase. The difference
between the energy contents mainly reflects the energy
contained in the slowing-down NBI ions; this can be as
much as 2 MJ. The maximum alpha energy content is
0.25 MJ. The alpha heating is visible in the thermal en-
ergy. The figure shows that the thermal energy confine-
ment time is the same for pure D and pure T plasmas,
within errors. Thus, if there is any isotopic dependence in
the plasma thermal conductivity, it is rather weak. The
increase in errors for the pulses with significant alpha
heating is due to the larger dW0dt term. That there is a
slight increase in confinement time as well is due to the
more favorable alpha-particle deposition profile and to
the resulting peaking of the pressure profile.
Fig. 4. Central electron temperature ~ECE! versus total heat-
ing power, which includes alpha-particle heating.16 The
D-T data ~squares and star! and the ICRH emulation
data ~diamonds! are identified. The bars indicate the
variation in NBI power compared to the 92% T pulse
43011.
Fig. 5. Diamagnetic and thermal energy contents ~top! with
the plasma energy confinement time versus D-T mix-
ture ~bottom!.16
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II.B. Alpha-Particle Heating of Bulk Ions
It was apparent in an early study of the data that the
ion heating was larger than expected from the reference
deuterium discharges and that analysis required a reduc-
tion of the ion thermal conductivity in the presence of
alphas in D-T plasmas.26 The charge-exchange ~CXS!
data have subsequently been thoroughly checked and the
latest corrections incorporated. The unexpected ion heat-
ing is still valid. It is important to note that the published
results on electron heating are unchanged by subsequent
analysis. Figure 6 shows that the increase in Ti was larger
than that of Te even though the alpha power to the ions
was around 15% of the total alpha power. The ion tem-
perature is very similar in the 0 and 92% tritium plasmas.
The independent measurements of Wdia and of the
neutron rates are in good accord with the TRANSP out-
put, which uses Ti~r! obtained from the CXS measure-
ments. The efficiency of the ion heating with alphas in
D-T plasmas is three times that of the electrons, and this
ion heating is not observed with ICRH substituting for
alphas in deuterium discharges, although these plasmas
show the same level of electron heating. The classical
alpha heating of ions should be negligible. Also, the equi-
partition power, in the confinement region, hardly changes
across the mixture scan. In contrast to the pulses with
alpha heating, the ICRH pulses show ion temperature
rises comparable to those of the electrons, as expected
due to equipartition. It is hardly possible that either the
CXS Ti or the NBI power measurements are at fault due
to the following reasons:
1. All the data validation using CXS Ti hold up very
well. The magnetic energy contents and 14-MeV neutron
yields are reproduced well by the profile data.
2. Some of the NBI power variation, across the scan,
is of the same order as the alpha heating power. Good-
quality fits to the electron temperature data result, if this
variation is included. Thus, the NBI power measure-
ments seem to be consistent with the ECE data.
The Ti profiles shown in Fig. 7 give an impression of
barrier formation with a marked increase in dTi 0dr. The
ion thermal conductivity decreases, but to nothing like
the neoclassical value. However, no evidence of an alpha-
specific mechanism for ITB formation has been found
for these discharges. Toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes27
~TAEs! and elliptical Alfvén eigenmodes28 ~EAEs! were
not detected with external magnetic pickup coils in these
discharges. It is possible, however, that compressional
Alfvén eigenmodes29 were present at much higher fre-
quency, as proposed for anomalous ion heating in NSTX.
Ion cyclotron emission monitors were not available dur-
ing this experiment.
II.C. Summary
Alpha-particle heating has been unambiguously ob-
served in JET D-T plasmas. A scan of D-T mixture was
used successfully to separate the effects of alpha heating
and potential isotopic dependence of energy confine-
ment. A change in central electron temperature of 1.36
0.23 keV is ascribed to 1.3 MW of alpha heating. The
Fig. 6. The central ion and central electron temperatures for
the D-T mixture scan and the ICRH emulation series.
The bars indicate the change in NBI power relative to
the 0% T pulse 40365 ~note the difference with Fig. 4!.
The fitted lines are to D-T data only.26
Fig. 7. Possible evidence for ion transport barrier at q  302
magnetic surface.26
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scan showed that the plasma energy confinement in the
hot-ion H-mode regime has no significant isotopic de-
pendence. With a plasma energy confinement time of
1.2 s, the alpha heating produced an increase of plasma
energy content of more than 1 MJ in 9 MJ. Alpha heating
was observed, in this study, to be as effective as hydrogen
minority ICRH. This is a strong indication that there are
no unpleasant surprises with respect to alpha heating of
electrons and that there are no anomalous effects on trap-
ping or slowing down. Furthermore, it is highly encour-
aging that the peaked alpha heating profile shows up in
the heating rate and the energy confinement time.
The ion heating was found to exceed the classical
estimates. Although the origin of this favourable effect is
not established yet, it seems that an ion transport barrier
observed experimentally might be responsible for this
effect. A dedicated study of ion heating may be of great
interest for possible high power D-T experiments in JET
in future campaigns.
III. ENERGETIC PARTICLE–DRIVEN AEs
IN JET D-T PLASMAS
The sustainment of controlled nuclear fusion re-
quires that the fast charged fusion products are confined
for a sufficient time so as to heat plasma, enabling ther-
mal ions to fuse and thus achieve a self-sustained burn. It
is additionally required that these energetic fusion ions
do not adversely affect the stability of the plasma, lead-
ing to a quench of the fusion process. How the plasma
stability is affected by the presence of highly energetic
populations of ions, in particular 3.5-MeV alpha parti-
cles, is a focus of this section. In burning plasma, the
fusion-born alpha particles will significantly contribute
to the total plasma pressure. Of principal concern is that
the alpha-particle population may induce instabilities that
cause a radial alpha-particle transport and loss, as could
happen due to the excitation of TAEs ~Refs. 27 and 30!.
This is an instability that taps the universal instability
drive to cause a radial displacement of the alpha parti-
cles. Typically, the universal instability drive is con-
sidered a low-frequency mechanism that causes the
destabilization of drift waves ~variants of which are re-
sponsible for the anomalous diffusion of the background
plasma!. However, because the alpha-particle energy at
birth is ;200 times the thermal ion energy and the drift
frequency of a species is proportional to their energy, this
mechanism can cause the destabilization of relatively
high-frequency waves, in particular TAE modes. Indeed,
alpha particles in tokamak plasmas typically have speeds
that are somewhat greater than the Alfvén velocity, and
thus the resonant coupling of alpha particles to Alfvén
waves is quite well matched in future burning plasma
experiments.
A fusion reactor can tolerate fast particle losses of
only a few percent, primarily due to the resulting first-
wall damage that they would cause. It is therefore essen-
tial that any burning plasma experiment has a window of
operation in which either the TAE modes are stable or, if
unstable, the effect of instability leads only to a mild
rearrangement of the alpha-particle distribution, rather
than direct loss of alpha particles to the surrounding walls.
A mild redistribution of the alpha particles still allows for
the self-heating of the plasma by alpha particles. How-
ever, direct loss of energetic alpha particles reduces the
self-heating in addition to causing wall damage. If a “sweet
spot” with significant self-heating and alpha-particle pro-
duction is established, then optimization experiments can
be performed to determine the range of plasma param-
eters that are compatible with ignited operation.
In this section, the stability of alpha-particle-driven
AEs is analyzed in high–fusion power D-T discharges in
JET. Both hot-ion H-mode10 and optimized shear20 dis-
charges are considered. Unstable AEs are not observed9
in hot-ion H-mode D-T discharges even at the highest
fusion power with alpha-particle beta ba~0! ' 0.7%. A
theoretical analysis shows that the AE stabilization is
caused by the large plasma pressure, which prevents the
existence of core-localized AEs at peak fusion perfor-
mance. Kinetic toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes31,32 ~KTAEs!
that persist even at high plasma pressure are found to be
radially extended modes and are subject to strong damp-
ing. The stability analysis of these modes is based on
calculations performed with the CASTOR-K code33 that
confirms that AEs cannot be driven unstable by alpha
particles in high-performance hot-ion H-mode dis-
charges performed in JET. AEs in optimized shear re-
gimes are found to be more unstable than those in the
hot-ion H-mode regime, primarily as a result of the ele-
vated central safety factor q~0!, which increases the ef-
ficiency of the interaction of the AE with the energetic
ions. As a consequence, AEs are still observed in opti-
mized shear D-T discharges when ICRH is applied at
power levels as low as 1 MW, and this effect prevents an
unambiguous investigation of AEs driven by fusion-born
alpha particles alone. To avoid the uncertainty associated
with the AE drive by ICRH-heated energetic ions, we
consider a D-T discharge without ICRH ~pulse 42677!.
Although the somewhat higher alpha-particle parameters
shown in Table I have been achieved in hot-ion H-modes
with ICRH, discharge 42677 with NBI only also had a
significant fusion power, 11.5 MW.
III.A. Instability Mechanisms and Linear AEs
It is well known that confined plasmas of species j
have a flow, generally called the diamagnetic drift flow,
v*j 
1
ej Bj
b ¹~nj Ej !
nj
, ~3!
where nj is the density of species j, qj its charge, and Ej its
mean energy. Further, if 0,v ^k{v*i &, ~where k is the
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mode number and the angle brackets denote spatial
averaging!, particle resonance gives rise to an inverse
dissipative contribution that can destabilize a wave ~the
so-called universal instability drive!. In thermal plasmas
this mechanism is known to contribute to anomalous dif-
fusion where it acts at relatively low frequency. How-
ever, becauseva@ ^Ea&;200T ~keV!, energetic particles
can destabilize waves at relatively high frequencies, in
particular shear Alfvén waves. In ideal MHD the shear
Alfvén dispersion relation is v2  k52vA2, where vA 
MB020m0 r0 is the Alfvén speed. Shear Alfvén waves rep-
resent a balance between plasma inertia and field line
tension and are analogous to waves on a taut string.
In inhomogeneous plasmas, such as those found in
all magnetically confined fusion-grade devices in which
the density n, and thus the Alfvén speed, depend upon the
minor radius r, the shear Alfvén dispersion relation be-
comes v2 k52~r!vA2~r!. It is clear that no wave packet of
finite radial extent can persist for long since each radial
“slice” along the wave packet moves with a different
velocity in a different direction. Under these conditions,
a wave packet excited by resonance with energetic par-
ticles can hardly persist for a long time. However, the
discovery of weakly dampeds TAE ~Ref. 27! in toroidal
geometry has changed the view on Alfvén instabilities
driven by energetic particles.
In a torus it is natural to represent perturbations of
the plasma by Fourier decomposition into poloidal m and
toroidal n harmonics,
j~r,u,f!  (
m, n
jm, n~r!exp@i ~nfmu vt !# . ~4!
Since the equilibrium magnetic field B B0 R00R
B0~1 r0R0 cos u! is a function of u, a coupling arises
between the neighboring poloidal harmonics, and to low-
est order in the inverse aspect ratio, « r0R0  1, each
poloidal harmonic m couples to its nearest neighbor side-
bands, m61. The parallel wave number is approximately
given by k5m10R@nm0q~r!# , where q is the so-called
safety factor ~the inverse of the field helicity i! and can
be approximated as q~r! rBt 0RBp, where r is the minor
radius, R is the major radius, and Bp and Bt are the po-
loidal and toroidal magnetic field components, respec-
tively. In this case, the system is described by a set of
coupled differential equations for the radial plasma
displacement.27,30
There is, however, a special degeneracy in a cylinder
in which the various branches of the Alfvén continuum
cross each other ~in Fig. 8a only two branches are shown!.
This occurs when vk5m1~r!vA~r!k5m~r!vA~r!,
which is satisfied at q~r!  ~2m  1!02n. Near such
points in a torus, toroidal coupling resolves the degener-
acy by developing a band gap in frequency where phase
mixing does not occur.
Within the frequency gap, eigenmode solutions known
as TAEs have been found to exist. Since these modes lie
within this frequency gap in the Alfvén continuum, they
do not experience continuum damping and are therefore
damped by weaker dissipative processes. These modes
are spatially localized around the extremum of v2 and
typically consist of the two main poloidal harmonics that
are associated with the gap. A typical example is shown
in Fig. 8b. Besides TAEs, additional coupling mecha-
nisms due to the shaping of the plasma’s poloidal cross
Fig. 8. ~a!Alfvén frequency continuum in a torus, showing coupled poloidal harmonics, and ~b! the corresponding TAE eigenfunction.
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section allow other gaps to appear in the Alfvén fre-
quency continuum, which support other eigenmodes such
as the EAE and the noncircularAlfvén eigenmode ~NAE!.
III.B. Stability Diagram for Alpha-Particle-Driven
AEs in Hot-Ion H-Mode
The evolution of plasma parameters for an NBI-only
D-T discharge with high fusion power is shown in Fig. 9.
The MHD analysis of the AE spectrum in D-T discharge
42677 with NBI only, PNBI 21.3 MW, was performed
in the following way: The plasma equilibria are recon-
structed by EFIT ~Ref. 34! and HELENA ~Ref. 35! for
different time slices ranging from t12.1 s to t13.4 s.
A typical equilibrium and the corresponding structure of
the Alfven continuum are shown in Fig. 10. TAEs and
core-localized TAEs ~Ref. 36! exist for these equilibria
only at early times, i.e., for t , 13.0 s. No ideal MHD
TAEs or core-localized TAEs were found in the region
r0a  0.5 at later times. The absence of any ideal MHD
TAE and core-localized TAE is caused by the pressure
effect.9
The only AEs that are found in the plasma center at
the time of peak performance, t. 13.0 s, are the KTAEs
~Refs. 31 and 32!. These modes are computed by the
CASTOR code.32 The maximum values of the growth
rate are reached by AEs with toroidal mode numbers
n  r00Da ~r0 is the mode localization radius and Da 
qra is the alpha-particle drift orbit width32!. Thus, KTAEs
with intermediate mode numbers, n4 to 8, are of major
interest since they have the most effective drive. These
normal modes constitute the input for the stability analy-
sis. The radial structure of the most unstable KTAE with
toroidal mode number n 6, computed for the time slice
t13.3, is shown in Fig. 11. One can see that this KTAE
consists of many coupled poloidal harmonics and is there-
fore a radially extended mode; varying q~0! within 15%
@keeping the profile q~r! fixed# does not affect signifi-
cantly the radial extent of the mode.
Fig. 9. Temporal evolution of the D-T fusion rate, NBI power,
Da signal, central ion ~broken line! and electron ~solid
line! temperatures, and central electron density in D-T
discharge 42677 in JET ~Ref. 9!.
Fig. 10. The reconstructed equilibrium9 for D-T discharge
42677 at t 13.3 s, together with the Alfvén contin-
uum structure. q~s! and n~s! are the safety factor and
electron density radial profiles; q~0!  0.85.
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Analysis has been performed on whether the n  6
mode shown in Fig. 11 can be linearly unstable in the
presence of the alpha-particle drive. The drive competes
with the bulk ion and the beam ion Landau damping, the
radiative damping, and the electron collisional and Lan-
dau damping. The alpha-particle contribution and Lan-
dau damping are computed by the complex resistivity
CASTOR-K code33 with finite drift orbit and global mode
structure effects taken into account. It is found that the
alpha-particle drive at the time of the peak performance
yields a normalized growth rate ga0v0.27%, while the
bulk deuterium Landau damping is gD0v  0.45%,
the bulk tritium Landau damping is gT0v0.2%, and
the beam Landau damping is gb0v  0.53%. The ra-
diative and electron collisional damping rates are com-
puted by CASTOR, giving ~gR ge!0v0.23%.
Adding all the damping effects, it is evident that the
KTAE is completely stable under these conditions. The
radial extent of the eigenfunction causes the bulk plasma
damping to stabilize the mode across almost the entire
minor radius, whereas the alpha-particle drive is effec-
tive only at the very central part of the KTAE. To dem-
onstrate the importance of the radial width of the
eigenfunction, one can compare the computed n6 KTAE
with one of the upper core–localized TAEs used in the
predictive modeling of the most unstable scenarios33 ~see
Fig. 11!. It is seen in Fig. 11 that in contrast to the KTAE,
the upper core–localized TAE is localized in the central
region, where the alpha-particle distribution is localized.
The CASTOR-K analysis shows that this mode ~pro-
vided it exists in D-T discharges! could become margin-
ally unstable at peak plasma performance. This conclusion
can be best illustrated on the AE stability diagram ~see
Fig. 12!, in which the instability regions for both alpha-
particle-driven KTAEs and core-localized TAEs from
Fig. 11 are shown as functions of the alpha-particle pres-
sure and the plasma density ~in the form of the parameter
Va0VA!. The evolution of the alpha-particle pressure and
of the plasma density during D-T discharge 42677 is
computed by the TRANSP code. It is seen from Fig. 12
that the KTAE instability domain could not be reached
during the actual D-T discharge, whereas the upper core–
localized TAE ~provided it exists! could become margin-
ally unstable at peak plasma performance.
III.C. AEs in High–Fusion Power–Optimized
Shear D-T Plasmas in JET
The optimized shear scenarios20 generate very prom-
ising regimes of enhanced plasma confinement at a re-
duced value of inductive current of tokamak. The JET
record in D-D fusion performance was achieved in an
Fig. 11. The computed nonideal KTAE ~red color online or
dark gray in black and white! with eigenvalue in D-T
discharge 42677 at t  13.3 s. In addition, the most
unstable upper core–localized TAE analyzed in the
modeling prior to the D-T experiments is shown ~green
color online or gray in black and white!.9
Fig. 12. The instability zone computed by the CASTOR-K code
for alpha-particle-driven KTAEs shown in Fig. 11.
The instability boundary without the stabilizing effect
of the beam is shown by the solid line. The instability
boundary for the upper core–localized TAE from
Fig. 11 is also shown for comparison ~dashed curve!.
The actual path of the parameters in discharge 42677
is computed by the TRANSP code and is marked by
the dotted-dashed curve.9
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optimized shear discharge; i.e., the rate of D-D fusion
was RDD 2Sn' 1.1 1017 s1 in discharge 40554. In
contrast to the hot-ion H-mode, where the transport bar-
rier appears at the plasma edge, the optimized shear re-
gimes are characterized by an ITB. Due to the high value
of the safety factor, q~0!  1, and the absence of high-
pressure gradients near the separatrix, the optimized shear
regime benefits from the absence of sawteeth and ELMs,
which are the most destructive MHD phenomena in
H-mode plasmas.
To set up such an ITB, a significant ICRH power is
applied in JET, i.e., PICRF  6 MW. The corresponding
ICRH-accelerated energetic ions drive AEs at high safety
factor and low initial plasma density unstable at all times
during the discharge. In the absence of sawteeth and ELMs,
the AEs and so-called “chirping modes”9 constitute the
dominant MHD phenomena, which are observed on the
magnetic pickup coils, as Fig. 13 shows. It is emphasized
that no obvious deterioration of the plasma performance
due to AEs was observed in JET. The evolution of the
plasma parameters for discharge with modes shown in
Fig. 13 is displayed in Fig. 14. Several electromagnetic
modes with toroidal mode numbers ranging from n4 to
n 7 are observed during the entire discharge up to the
time of the disruption, at t 6.3 s. The mode frequencies
in the laboratory reference frame at t  5.5 s are 200
~n 4!, 214 ~n 5!, 226 ~n 6!, and 249 ~n 7! kHz.
The estimate of the mode frequencies in the plasma
reference frame with the Doppler effect due to toroidal
plasma rotation, frot ' 13 kHz, taken into account gives
Fig. 13. Spectrogram9 of the magnetic perturbations measured by the external Mirnov coils in shear-optimized D-T discharge
42940 with high fusion power. Multiple AEs with different toroidal mode numbers ranging from n  4 to n  7 are
observed at frequencies fnLAB 180 to 250 kHz. A disruption occurs at t 6.3 s.
Fig. 14. Temporal evolution of the D-T fusion rate, NBI and
ICRF power, central ion ~broken line! and electron
~solid line! temperatures, and central electron density
in D-T discharge 42940 in JET ~Ref. 9!.
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frequencies in the range of the TAE frequency. The mea-
sured modes propagate toroidally in the ion-diamagnetic
drift direction ~cocurrent! and the mode frequencies fol-
low the Alfvén scaling with plasma density, f0 @ 10ri102.
The detected electromagnetic modes are therefore iden-
tified as AEs.
Further analysis of the observed eigenmodes is per-
formed in the same way as for the AEs in hot-ion H-mode
discharges. The plasma equilibria are reconstructed for
several time slices ranging from t  5.5 s to t  6.2 s.
TAEs were then computed by the MISHKA code37 for
the reconstructed equilibria. The computed TAEs, e.g., at
time t  5.5, have eigenfrequencies v0vA as follows:
0.228 ~n  4!, 0.22 ~n  5!, 0.22 ~n  6!, and 0.25
~n  7!. These eigenfrequencies agree within an accu-
racy of 10 to 20% with the experimentally measured
ones, which are estimated to be in the plasma reference
frame ~in units v0vA!: 0.2 ~n 4!, 0.202 ~n  5!, 0.203
~n  6!, and 0.203 ~n  7!. All these AEs have a
ballooning-type structure of eigenfunctions. A signifi-
cant part of the eigenmode is radially localized in the
region of the maximum gradient of the ICRH-accelerated
fast ions, r0a' 0.2 to 0.4. These TAEs obtained from the
MISHKA code can therefore be identified as the modes
displayed in Fig. 13.
AEs driven by ICRH-accelerated energetic ions in
optimized shear regimes were found in JET to be more
unstable than in the hot-ion H-modes. In particular, in
optimized shear D-T discharges, unstable AEs were ob-
served when ICRH in excess of 1 MW is applied. This
threshold is much lower than the threshold of 4 MW
found for ICRH-driven AEs in H-mode plasmas. The
AEs are more unstable in optimized shear discharges due
to the low initial plasma density and large slowing-down
time of energetic ions, as well as to the high central safety
factor q, which significantly increases the efficiency of
AE interaction with energetic ions, g0v@ q2. Because of
the powerful excitation of AEs by ICRH-accelerated en-
ergetic ions, no alpha-particle effect on AE has been
detected in high–fusion power optimized shear JET D-T
discharges.
III.D. AE Observation in the Afterglow Phase
of Optimized Shear Discharges
In some optimized shear D-T plasmas, AE instability
is detected in the afterglow phase of the discharge, ap-
proximately 0.5 to 1.0 s after the auxiliary heating is
abruptly switched off. Such a case is shown in Fig. 15.
Multiple TAEs driven by ICRH-accelerated energetic ions
are seen at frequencies below 200 kHz during the auxil-
iary heating time, t, 6.1 s. These modes disappear at t'
6.1 s, in ,0.2 s after the ICRH power is switched off, as
Fig. 16 shows. After some delay, i.e., 0.3 to 0.7 s later,
electromagnetic modes with toroidal mode numbers rang-
ing from n 3 to n 8 are detected by the Mirnov coils.
As can be seen from Fig. 15, the peak fluctuation level of
modes at t' 6.5 s is smaller than that of modes seen at
full ICRH power, t, 6.1 s. The observed mode frequen-
cies follow the Alfvén scaling with plasma density, f0 @
10ri102. Therefore, the modes are identified as AEs.
Fig. 15. Spectrogram9 of the magnetic perturbations measured by the external Mirnov coils in shear-optimized D-T discharge
41723. The “afterglow” TAEs with toroidal mode numbers ranging from n 3 to n 8 are seen from t 6.4 s to t 6.8 s.
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No analogous AE instability was observed in pure
deuterium discharges performed prior to the D-T cam-
paign. This indicates that the observed AEs might be
driven by alpha particles. Indeed, the analysis of the AE
spectrum and the AE drive0damping for the afterglow
phase of the optimized shear discharge shows that core-
localized TAEs can exist in this equilibrium and the upper
core–localized TAE can be driven unstable by alpha par-
ticles ~see Fig. 17!.
Although the afterglow JET experiments look simi-
lar to the experiments on TFTR, where purely alpha-
particle-driven AEs were detected,38 and although theory
confirms the possibility of purely alpha-particle destabi-
lization, the case is not conclusive. The following facts
do not allow one to draw a firm conclusion about purely
alpha-particle-driven AE instability in JET: First, there
are uncertainties in the estimate of the plasma parameters
in the afterglow phase of optimized shear discharges in
JET, because some key diagnostics cannot operate with-
out NBI. These uncertainties become unacceptably large
because the ITB in some cases does not disappear com-
pletely in the afterglow phase. Second, the residual drive
from ICRH ions, not necessarily trapped, can still com-
pete with the alpha-particle drive, as was shown in TFTR
with ICRH power scan in various D-T mixtures.39 A
detailed analysis of the relaxation of ICRH-accelerated
ions, however, is complicated by the large error bars in
the estimate of the slowing-down time. These error bars
are given by the uncertainty in the plasma parameters.
A specific experiment with almost pure deuterium
plasma was then performed on JET to assess the possible
contribution of ICRH-accelerated ions to the AE drive in
the afterglow phase. An AE instability was indeed ob-
served in this almost pure D-D discharge ~with D-T fu-
sion power,0.1 MW!. But the amplitudes of the unstable
AEs, dB0B0,, 108, were close to the limit of diagnostic
sensitivity, dB0B0 ,, 109, and approximately one order
of magnitude smaller than in similar D-T cases.
We conclude therefore that an AE instability seen in
the afterglow phase of the optimized shear discharges is
possibly a result of the combined excitation by both alpha
particles and ICRH-accelerated energetic ions. However,
a significant effort in understanding the properties of the
transport barrier in the afterglow phase of the discharges
is needed to quantify the effect of ICRH-accelerated ions
on AEs.
III.E. Conclusions
Alfvén eigenmodes are found to be stable in high–
fusion power D-T hot-ion H-mode discharges in JET.
The MHD modeling has shown that this result is in agree-
ment with the observed evolution of AEs in deuterium
discharges. The model shows that only radially extended
and strongly damped KTAEs can exist in high-pressure
JET plasmas at the time of high fusion performance.
Fig. 16. Temporal evolution of the D-T fusion rate and NBI
and ICRF power in shear-optimized D-T discharge
41723 in JET ~Ref. 9!.
Fig. 17. Temporal evolution9 of the alpha-particle drive and
the different damping effects computed by the
CASTOR-K and the MISHKA code for the n  6
upper core–localized TAE in the afterglow phase of
shear-optimized D-T discharge 41723. The eigen-
value of the upper core–localized TAE is v0vA 
0.35, the dominant poloidal harmonics are m 9 and
m 10, and q~0! 1.525.
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In contrast to H-mode plasmas, in optimized shear
discharges in JET a significant ICRH power is required
for achieving an internal transport barrier. AEs driven by
ICRH-heated energetic ions are observed in both JET
deuterium and D-T–optimized shear plasmas at all times.
No clear effect of fusion-born alpha particles on AEs has
been detected so far during the main heating phase of
optimized shear discharges.
AEs are sometimes seen in the afterglow phase of the
optimized shear D-T discharges, i.e., approximately 0.3
to 1 s after the auxiliary heating is switched off. These
modes were later detected in almost pure deuterium
plasma, too. However, the amplitude of the modes ob-
served in deuterium discharges was one order of magni-
tude smaller than the one in the corresponding D-T
discharges. We conclude therefore that in the afterglow
phase, AEs are possibly driven by both residual ICRH-
heated ions and fusion-born alpha particles. Further stud-
ies of the internal transport barriers in the afterglow phase
are needed to quantify the ICRH drive accurately.
IV. ACTIVE STUDIES OF AEs USING
EXTERNAL ANTENNAS
A burning plasma is characterized by strong nonlin-
ear coupling between its various elements, including the
pressure profile, the fusion reactivity, and the alpha-
particle phase space distribution. Modern fusion experi-
ments approach this problem by investigating the
individual elements of this regime, before actual burning
plasma conditions are achieved in ITER. One of these
elements is the interaction of alpha particles with waves
in the plasma, as discussed in Sec. III.
On the other hand, the knowledge of the mechanisms
behind the mode stability, the interaction, and the redis-
tribution can be turned into tools for the control of the
alpha-particle population, and hence of the plasma burn.
Waves in interaction with alpha particles occupy a rela-
tively empty portion of the plasma electromagnetic fluc-
tuation spectrum, well above the frequencies related to
gradient-driven drift instabilities of thermal plasma and
well below the gyro frequencies of all plasma species.
Therefore, they may constitute a unique way to “com-
municate” with the core plasma, to extract information
on the background plasma and on the alpha particles
themselves.
It is therefore very important to assess the physics
of this interaction, namely, what modes can be driven
unstable, with what efficiency, what determines the sub-
sequent nonlinear evolution and the saturation mecha-
nisms, and, finally, what is the quantitative effect on the
alpha-particle distribution. Note that in present and fu-
ture experiments, other ion species can reach energies of
the same order as fusion-born alpha particles, namely,
those produced by additional heating, both ICRH and
NBI. Important aspects of the physics of the interaction
are common to all fast ion species, although the details of
the wave-particle interaction depend on the exact phase
space distribution, which is significantly different for
these three sources, since fusion-produced alpha parti-
cles are mostly isotropic whereas ICRH and, in most
cases, NBI ions have large energies primarily in the per-
pendicular and the parallel directions, respectively. Being
the machine closest to producing burning plasma condi-
tions, during the past 15 years JET has been equipped
with tools to investigate all of these issues.40
In this section, we concentrate on the aspect of the
linear stability of the modes that can be driven unstable
by the fusion-born alpha particles or by other energetic
ions. To obtain quantitative information on the linear
properties, namely, on the existence of eigenmodes and
their dispersion relation and damping rates, a simple ac-
tive method to drive and detect low-amplitude modes in
the plasma was developed and used in many different
plasma conditions. A large database for these quantities
for the potentially most important alpha-particle-driven
instabilities, eigenmodes in the Alfvén range of frequen-
cies, was constructed. Although in this section we con-
centrate on the experimental aspects of this research,
such results are necessary to benchmark theories and
enhance their predictive capabilities.
The section is structured as follows: After a brief
description of the active MHD system developed in JET
to drive and detect modes in the AE frequency range
~Sec. IV.A!, Sec. IV.B illustrates the discovery of stable,
weakly damped AEs. Sections IV.C and IV.D describe
sets of systematic measurements of the AE damping rate
as a function of plasma conditions, such as the plasma
shape ~Sec. IV.C!, and quantities that can be used as
control parameters, such as the safety factor, the direc-
tion of the drift induced by the gradient in the magnetic
field intensity, and the plasma rotation. Section VI presents
the overall conclusions and an anticipation of future
developments.
IV.A. Experimental Setup
Several requirements were identified for an active
MHD system21,22 that would be able to drive and detect
modes in the AE frequency range, corresponding roughly
from 20 to 500 kHz for JET. First, in-vessel antennas are
required. Previously installed saddle coils, dedicated to
disruption feedback stabilization and error field control,
could be used. Each coil is made of three turns of a
large-cross-section Inconel conductor and covers about
90 deg toroidally and 60 deg poloidally, with a self-
inductance of about 25 mH ~Ref. 41!.
The exciter system includes a 5-kW broadband power
amplifier, an impedance-matching network, a power
splitter ~distribution unit!, and an isolation unit. The
power distribution unit can drive different combinations
of antenna phasing for one, two, or four saddle coils,
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preferentially exciting specific low toroidal mode num-
bers ~typically n  0, 1, and 2!. Maximum current and
voltage applied to the saddle coils are of the order of 20
A and 600 V. The corresponding magnetic perturbations
in the plasma core, 6dB0B 6 , 106, are not expected to
significantly enhance the transport of energetic particles.
As an active system injecting significant voltage levels,
the active MHD exciter is interfaced with the main JET
machine and personnel safety networks. Ground faults
and turn-to-turn short circuits can be detected over a fast
time scale ~,1 ms! and used to trip the power amplifier
to avoid sustaining arcs during plasma operation. Crow-
bars are activated during plasma disruptions and their
signal is also used to inhibit the 5-kW amplifier output.
The plasma response42– 44 during repetitive sweeps
of the driving frequency is determined in terms of driven
oscillating quantities such as magnetic fields and densi-
ties, extracted from background noise via synchronous
detection of signals from magnetic coils, ECE, hetero-
dyne reflectometer, and X-ray fast cameras. Synchro-
nous detection is performed by analogy. The diagnostic
signals are multiplied by a reference signal and then are
low-pass filtered. The reference signal typically corre-
sponds to the injected current and is transmitted optically
to the different areas of the plant where the diagnostic
signals are acquired. The in-phase and quadrature signals
result from the multiplication with the reference signal
itself and with its 90 deg out of phase component and,
once properly normalized ~typically to the current driven
in the saddle coils!, correspond to the real and imaginary
parts of the antenna-plasma transfer function H~v, r!.
The transfer function H~v, r! is digitized at 1.5-kHz rate
for 12 s, allowing for a full coverage of the plasma dis-
charge. With recent improvements in the direct digitiza-
tion of the fluctuating signals, in terms of sampling rate
~up to 2 MHz at present!, dynamic range ~14 bits!, and
memory depth, synchronous detection can presently also
be performed on the digital signals.
By fitting the measured transfer function H~v, r! for
a number of probes with a rational function H~v, r! 
B~iv, r!0A~iv!, one obtains the mode frequency, ampli-
tude, damping rate g0v, and radial structure in different
regimes as a function of various plasma parameters.45
The time resolution of the frequency and damping mea-
surements can reach 10 ms, for a frequency resolution of
less than 100 Hz and frequency sweep rates of the order
of 200 kHz0s.
IV.B. Demonstration of the Existence of Stable,
Weakly Damped AEs
Since the very first experiments using the JET active
MHD system,21,42 the existence of stable AEs of weak
damping ~g0v , 10%! was very clearly demonstrated,
confirming MHD theory to a high degree of accuracy.
Figure 18 shows an example of a plasma resonance cor-
responding to an n 1 TAE. In the same figure, a clear
signature of the AE0resonance is visible on the imped-
ance signal, measured at two different points along the
power transmission line. An eigenmode corresponds to a
peak in the antenna loading ~typically causing an increase0
decrease in the loading of up to a few ohms!. Note that
this parameter is the most practical way of detecting the
eigenmodes in numerical simulations, assessing the cou-
pling and even determining their damping rates. In fact,
in the codes a virtual antenna is inserted and its loading
as a function of frequency is computed.43
These data confirm that modes of global nature can
be coupled with external antennas and that extremely
high signal-to-noise ratios can be achieved. The neatness
of the plasma response is due to the measurement tech-
nique, to the robustness of the MHD modes in the plasma,
and to the fact that the plasma spectrum is exempt from
high-activity turbulence levels in this range of frequency
~see Fig. 19!. A very accurate determination of the mode
parameters ~frequency, structure, and damping rate!21 is
therefore possible, opening the way, more generally, for
a very precise “MHD spectroscopy.”44
The potential of the AE active diagnostic is signifi-
cantly enhanced by the application of a digital real-time
control system to perform individual resonance tracking.
The controller of the exciter frequency, run at a 1-ms
Fig. 18. Single resonance with complex circle, and peak in the
antenna loading, as measured at two different points
along the power transmission line: at the Distribution
Unit output ~labeled DU!, located about 80 m before
the antenna ~long coaxial cable!, and at the limb junc-
tion box ~labeled LJB!, located much closer to the
antenna, about 10 m before the feedthrough. For clar-
ity the antenna loading only for one saddle coil ~SC3L!
is shown, with very similar results for the other active
antenna ~SC7L!. Note that the antenna loading in-
creases at the DU and decreases at the LJB when a
resonance is found in the plasma.
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clock rate, varies the frequency linearly around the ex-
pected frequency of the mode fAE, calculated in real time
from the measured density and magnetic field. The fre-
quency fAE corresponds to the center of the gap for the
chosen class of eigenmodes, which is used as a first guess
for the exact value of the eigenfrequency and should be
calculated from the local value of the density, magnetic
field, and safety factor. In most experimental conditions,
for the low-n modes driven by the saddle coils, the line-
integrated density divided by the major radius is used,
together with q 1.5. A frequency multiplier that is as-
sumed to be proportional to the total plasma current is
used to account for the variation of the safety factor within
a discharge.
When an AE resonance is met, the exciter frequency
is swept back and forth around the resonance full width.
As a result, the AE frequency and damping rate can be
measured in real time with high time resolution ~typi-
cally ,50 ms! along their dynamical evolution through-
out a JET discharge, as shown in Fig. 19. Discrimination
of the toroidal mode numbers ~n odd versus n even! in the
real-time detection is also possible. We have also devel-
oped a simple algorithm to obtain in real time the mode
frequency fAE-RT and the damping rate ~g0v!AE-RT from
the width of the Alfvén eigenmode local manager fre-
quency sweep, using the phase inversion characteristic of
a stable, antenna-driven, plasma resonance. The real-
time measurements are in very good agreement with the
computed0fitted values.45
Stable TAEs, EAEs, and NAEs are routinely driven
and detected in JET ohmic plasmas in the range 80 to 500
kHz, with measured damping rates covering a large range,
103 , g0vdamp , 101. From the time evolution of the
frequency of the driven and tracked mode, information
on parameters other than the AE characteristics them-
selves, but which depend on them, such as the isotopic
mass or the value of the product ne q2 ~ne is the electron
density! at the eigenmode resonance location, can also be
reconstructed.
IV.C. Damping Rate of Global AEs as a
Function of the Plasma Shape
Systematic studies are needed to reveal the depen-
dence of the AE damping rate on the plasma parameters.
To provide an accurate testing for the code predictions, it
is crucial that the same mode be measured throughout the
parameter scan. For this, real-time tracking of the antenna-
driven modes constitutes in practice an invaluable tool.
In JET discharges that evolve from a limiter to a
diverted configuration, the damping rate of the antenna-
driven low-n AEs starts relatively low and increases dra-
matically when the plasma approaches the X-point phase
and the edge magnetic shear is increased.45 As the X
point is formed in the plasma, the damping becomes too
large ~g0v . 5%! for the resonance to be recognized in
real time. This experimental observation has motivated a
significant amount of theoretical and modeling work.46,47
These comparisons indicate that strong damping can occur
in regions of large magnetic shear at the plasma edge
and suggest a strong sensitivity to the plasma shape. Sys-
tematic experimental analyses of AE damping rates as a
Fig. 19. Tracking of an individual AE ~an n  1 TAE! in the absence of fast particle drive in the limiter phase of a JET ohmic
discharge, with the synchronously detected signal ~right!, shown using a false three-dimensional representation, and the
spectrogram of the directly digitized magnetic perturbation ~left!.44 Note the complete absence of background fluctua-
tions in the AE frequency range for ohmic plasmas ~left!, where the antenna frequency is rapidly swept.
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function of the plasma shape and edge magnetic shear
were conducted for radially extended n1 TAEs and n
0 global Alfvén eigenmodes ~GAEs! in ohmic limiter
discharges45 and for core-localized n  3 to 10 TAEs
driven by resonant ions in limiter and X-point discharges.48
Figure 20 ~left!45 shows the dependence of the damp-
ing rate separately on the core ~k0! and edge ~k95! elon-
gation, and on the lower ~dLOW ! and upper ~dUP !
triangularity. The data for the elongation scan were av-
eraged over 0.08, @dLOW ,dUP# 0.12, and those for the
triangularity scan were averaged over 1.1,k0, 1.2 and
1.2, k95, 1.3. We notice that when averaging over low
values of the plasma elongation, the AE damping rate
increases approximately linearly with the triangularity
and the edge magnetic shear. Conversely, when averag-
ing over low values of the plasma triangularity, the AE
damping rate shows a sharp increase for a small variation
in the elongation around k95 ' 1.5 and k0 ' 1.35. Fig-
ure 20 ~right!43 summarizes the results obtained in the
experiments for stable low-n AEs as a function of the
mean triangularity ^d& ~dLOW dUP!02 and of the mid-
radius elongation k~r0a 0.5!, which is obtained with a
parabolic fit k  k0  a~r0a!2, with a  ~k95  k0!0
~0.95!2. These measurements show a strong effect of the
edge plasma shape, as determined by the elongation and
triangularity, on the AE damping rate: The effect is com-
parable for the n 0 GAEs and the n 1 TAEs.
Results along the same line were also obtained for
the case of n  3 to 10 TAEs excited by resonant NBI-
produced ions, with y5NBI' yA B0~m0r!102 ~here r is
the plasma mass density!, by comparing limiter and
X-point plasma configurations ~i.e., low and high edge
magnetic shear, respectively!.48 For the X-point scenario,
a ramp in the NBI heating power is used to determine the
TAE instability threshold, whereas for the limiter con-
figuration various discharges were run at different NBI
power levels due to the limited power-handling capabil-
ity of some in-vessel protection tiles. For similar back-
ground plasmas, we find that one needs approximately
50% more NBI power ~PNBI8 MW compared to PNBI
5.3 MW! and NBI fast ions with parallel velocity much
closer to the resonant velocity @max~y5NBI !  0.95yA
compared to max~y5NBI !  0.8yA# to destabilize TAEs
with intermediate n’s in plasmas with high edge magnetic
shear than in plasmas with low edge magnetic shear.
These measurements clearly indicate the role of the
edge magnetic shear in the damping of AEs whose radial
structure has a significant edge component, since the
large edge magnetic shear acts as an energy sink for these
modes since it causes a strong interaction with the edge
Alfvén continuum. A similar effect was recently found to
be important in modeling global AEs driven in ITER
~Ref. 49!. This idea was further tested experimentally50
by measuring the damping rate of antenna-driven n 1
EAEs. Contrary to the TAE cases, these modes typically
interact with the Alfvén continuum only toward mid-
radius ~usually around r0a ' 0.65!, and their damping
does not depend significantly on the edge shape and mag-
netic shear. This clearly indicates that when the source of
the damping is not localized at the edge of the plasma, the
damping of the modes is independent of the edge plasma
shape.
Fig. 20. Variation of the measured AE damping rates as a function of the elongation ~at almost constant 0.08,dLOWdUP 0.12!
and triangularity ~at 1.1 , k0 1.2 and 1.2 , k95 1.3!, for q95' 4, q0' 0.9, and s01. Here ^d& ~dUP dLOW !02
and k~r0a 0.5! is given by the parabolic fit k k0 a~r0a!2. The data are shown for n 0 GAEs and n 1 TAEs
during the ohmic limiter phase of JET plasma pulses. We note a sharp variation in g0v as a function of the elongation
around k95 1.5 and k0 1.35, whereas g0v varies approximately linearly with the triangularity.45
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The strong sensitivity of the damping rate of radially
extended AEs upon the edge shape parameters may lead
to a method to control the stability of fast ions resonating
with AE global wave fields. Based on a command gen-
erated from the real-time measurement of the AE damp-
ing rate, the coils used to shape the plasma could be
energized with a typical time response of the order of
20 ms, thus achieving a real-time control of radially ex-
tended, fast ion–driven AE instabilities.
IV.D. Damping Rate of Global AEs as a Function
of Plasma Parameters
Having established the role of the plasma shape in
determining the AE damping, and hence the AE stability
limits, experiments have been performed in JET to iden-
tify the dependence of the AE damping rate on a variety
of plasma parameters. These investigations have a two-
fold aim: to contribute to a better understanding of the
AE stability physics, in order to improve our predictive
capability, in conjunction with theory and numerical mod-
eling, and to identify which operational parameters can
be used in practice to control the AE stability in burning
plasmas such as ITER.
The experiments were designed to avoid being dom-
inated by edge damping, and explore other mechanisms
and their scaling. In particular, the strong increase of g0v
for the saddle coil–driven, stable low-n AEs at high edge
elongation ~k95 . 1.5! and triangularity ~d95 . 0.35!
makes it difficult to measure the damping rate for
n  1 AEs in such configurations, since in these cases
g0v ' 10% and the broadening of the AE resonance
makes it difficult to fit the transfer function. Hence, our
experimental work was mainly focused on plasmas with
low k95 and d95, in which the measured g0v is smaller.
We provide here some examples of these parameter scans
and of the conclusions that can be drawn from the rele-
vant databases.
A set of plasma discharges with different isotopic
mass, during D-D and D-T campaigns, were investi-
gated. The measured low-n TAE damping rate was found
to decrease with the isotopic mass. Such scaling, as well
as the absolute value of the damping, appeared to be
incompatible with fluid theory, which predicted much
lower damping rates.46 This indicated an incomplete de-
scription of the mode-plasma interaction and motivated a
set of dedicated experiments specifically designed to test
the predictions of a theory model for a specific damping
mechanism, referred to as radiative damping.51
Among the various mechanisms that have been pro-
posed to account for the AE damping rate, the radiative
damping model gives a clear dependence on the ion
Larmor radius r* and the l parameter, l @ sr*~304 
Te0Ti !102, ~g0v!RAD @ exp~s 20l!. The measured varia-
tion of g0v for an n1 TAE as a function of r* and l is
shown in Fig. 21 for a series of discharges characterized
by a weak core magnetic shear. Here the magnetic field
and plasma current were increased at fixed q0' 0.8 and
q95'2.8, to change r* , and l. These results clearly show
that ~g0v!MEAS10 ~g0v!RAD, and ~g0v!RAD predicts
a different scaling for increasing r* and l. We conclude
that the radiative damping model is not sufficient to pre-
dict correctly the AE stability limit.52–54
As part of the investigations conducted to identify
the dependence of the AE damping on operational con-
trol parameters, we measured the TAE damping rate in a
Fig. 21. The dependence on r* and l ~estimated at q 302! of the n 1 TAE damping rate measured and computed using the
radiative damping model for a series of discharges with similar plasma parameters52: Te0 ' ~0.8 to 2.6! keV, ne0 '
~1.8 to 3! 1019 m3, Ti0' ~0.6 to 2.3! keV, and d ' 0.05.
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large set of discharges with different values of the safety
factor on axis, in ohmic limiter configuration with a mono-
tonic q profile.55 A database containing more than 1500
points ~from 23 individual discharges! was constructed,
with q0 in the range 0.76 , q0 , 1.59. This database
covers a wide range in the main plasma parameters @edge
elongation and triangularity 1.24 , k95 , 1.55 and 0 ,
d95, 0.25, central electron density and temperature 1.35,
ne0~1019 m3! , 4.2 and 1.1 , Te0 ~keV! , 5.6, and
edge safety factor 2.5 , q95 , 4.75#, and hence repre-
sents a significant statistical overview of the damping
rate measurements in this configuration. The q profile is
reconstructed by the EFIT code using edge magnetic and
internal polarimetry measurements, with a typical accu-
racy of the order of 10% for the cases considered here.
Furthermore, for q0 , 1, a very good agreement was
found between the position of the q  1 surface as de-
termined by EFIT and from the sawtooth inversion ra-
dius. Figure 22 shows the dependence of the measured
damping rate for n 1 TAEs on q0. Considering ohmic
plasmas with k95 , 1.5 and d95 , 0.3, we find that for
q0. 1.1 the damping rate of n1 TAEs does not exceed
the value g0v' 2% for a variety of electron temperature
and density profiles and for different values of the plasma
current and magnetic field. For q0 . 1.1, experimental
conditions were not found for which the n  1 TAE
damping rate can be made large enough for the modes to
be stable against the typical fast ion drive computed for
JET plasmas with a monotonic q profile and low edge
magnetic shear. On the other hand, we find that with q0,
0.9 in otherwise similar experimental conditions, g0v
can reach values up to g0v ' 8%. Such observations
indicate that large values of the damping rate ~g0v .
2%! can be obtained for q0 , 1 only in plasmas with a
low magnetic shear, which are then less prone to becom-
ing TAE unstable than similar plasmas with q0 . 1.1.
Detailed theoretical modeling is necessary to reproduce
and provide an interpretation for this phenomenon. The
separation between these two regimes, observed for q0'
0.9 to 1.1, is suggestive of a role for the q1 surface and
possibly for the sawteeth, for example, an average effect
of the sawteeth redistribution of the plasma current pro-
viding, on average, a lower magnetic shear in the plasma
core, and hence favoring core damping via mode
conversion.
Two parameters that are important both in terms of a
direct effect on the plasma characteristics, well beyond
the AE stability properties, and for identifying the nec-
essary ingredients that a numerical model should include
to correctly represent theAE stability limits, are the plasma
rotation and the magnetic field direction. Theoretical mod-
eling and direct measurements52,54 indicate that low-n
AEs have a global structure, i.e., have a radial profile
extending over a large fraction of the plasma cross sec-
tion. The shear in the toroidal rotation fROT of the whole
plasma column, sROT  ~r0fROT !~dfROT 0dr!, can thus be
expected to have an impact over the effective mode damp-
ing. The measurement of the different effect of the shear
in the toroidal rotation profile on the damping rate of
n  1 TAEs as a function of PNBI provides empirical
indications that different damping mechanisms are active
at low and high performance.53 Similar to the q0-scan
case, detailed theoretical modeling using codes that in-
clude explicitly the sheared toroidal rotation profile is
needed to reproduce these observations.
In JET ohmic limiter discharges, for very similar
background plasma parameters and eigenfunctions, the
damping rate of n1 TAEs is measured to be a factor of
3 larger when the magnetic field and plasma current are
reversed together, i.e., when the ion ¹B drift is directed
away from the divertor.48 A theoretical explanation for
these measurements is still lacking, other than the simple
observation that ion ¹B drift terms are present in gyro-
kinetic codes, whereas fluid codes include only equilib-
rium gradients depending on the density and temperature.
However, we also note that in JET the plasma helicity is
conserved when reversing the toroidal magnetic field
~i.e., the toroidal plasma current is also correspondingly
reversed!, and the limiter discharges used for the mea-
surement of the n  1 TAE damping rate were largely
up-down symmetric. Hence, in principle there could be
only a minimal effect coming from the specific ion ¹B
drift terms present in the gyrokinetic codes because of
these dominant up-down symmetries. On the other hand,
the difference in the measured g0v for n1 TAEs could
be associated with the observation of different flows at
the plasma edge and scrape-off layer for experiments
with forward and reversed magnetic field, and hence with
the ion ¹B drift directed to and away from the divertor,
Fig. 22. The scaling53 of the measured damping rate for n1
TAEs versus q0. Note that for q0. 0.95, a high value
of the damping rate, g0v . 2%, can be obtained only
at high k95 and d95.
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respectively.55 In addition to a possible direct effect on
the TAE damping rate, these flows also change the
e-folding length for the edge density from the scrape-off
layer toward the first wall, hence possibly affecting the
interaction of the TAE modes with the Alfvén continuum
at the plasma edge.
IV.E. Conclusions and Outlook
Several years of experiments using an active antenna
system to drive and detect modes in the Alfvén frequency
range in JET have produced a large variety of experimen-
tal results. The existence of weakly damped, stable ei-
genmodes, clearly identified as AEs, was demonstrated,
in accordance with MHD theory. No other resonant modes
were found in the plasma spectrum in the Alfvén wave
frequency range ~20 to 500 kHz! in the absence of ener-
getic particles. Of direct interest for predicting the linear
stability limits of modes interacting with energetic ions,
including fusion-produced alpha particles, in ITER and
other future experiments in the burning plasma regime, is
the large database that was constructed with measure-
ments of the AE damping rate in a variety of plasma
configurations.
A clear stabilizing effect of the magnetic shear close
to the plasma edge was observed for the antenna-driven
low-n AEs. Such a mechanism provides large damping
rates and can be used via appropriate plasma shaping to
establish a region free of unstable AEs, in which fast ion
transport induced by resonant AEs would be prevented.
A particular effort was devoted to establishing para-
metric dependencies in the experiment to provide strin-
gent tests for the theory, despite an extreme sensitivity in
the theoretical predictions of the damping rates to the
details of the plasma equilibrium profiles. For damping
mechanisms acting in the plasma core, several chal-
lenges were posed to the theory. For example, the model
of radiative damping is demonstrated to be inadequate
for low-n TAEs, and the role of edge flows, of the plasma
rotation and its shear, appear to be important in the ex-
periment and require a rather comprehensive treatment
beyond the MHD model.
Although modes generally appear to be more strongly
damped in the experiment than in theoretical predictions,
the lack of agreement across the whole range of plasma
conditions still limits our predictive capabilities for ITER
and future reactors. An effort is required on the theory
side to systematically compare with the data the different
models of increasing complexity and identify the neces-
sary ingredients for reproducing the experimental results
on the mode damping rates.
On the experimental side, due to the saddle coil ge-
ometry, the intermediate n ~n 3 to 15! range could not
be explored in JET experiments to date. Since the most
unstable modes for ITER are expected to belong to this
range, a new dedicated set of in-vessel antennas for JET
was designed and constructed. To excite different com-
binations of high-n AEs, eight antennas asymmetrically
located in the toroidal direction have been built. Each
antenna has a small solenoid-like shape with 18 turns,
corresponding to a static self-inductance for each an-
tenna of the order of 80 mH. The new AE antennas are
divided into two groups of four antennas each, positioned
as close as possible to the plasma, with a distance be-
tween the first turn of the antenna and the last closed flux
surface of the order of 6 cm. A single group of four
antennas has been installed in JET and has recently started
to produce experimental results.
Together with the excitation of higher toroidal mode
numbers, more effort in internal mode structure recon-
struction will be required. Because several modes can be
present at different radial positions in the intermediate n
regime, some knowledge of the mode structure is essen-
tial for the choice of which mode should be considered in
comparisons with theory. Comparisons with other exper-
iments adopting the same method as JET to launch and
detect modes in the Alfvén frequency range and directly
measure their damping rate will also significantly con-
tribute to our capability of identifying and quantifying
the dominant damping mechanisms in ITER, possibly
leading to an optimization of operation scenarios in terms
of the stability of alpha-particle-driven modes.
V. DEVELOPING NEW DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES
FOR BURNING PLASMA
Diagnosis of energetic ions and energetic ion–driven
instabilities is of major importance for burning plasma
devices,1,56 so the development of burning plasma diag-
nostics is one of the most important problems for the
magnetic fusion. This problem is challenging, too, since
the burning plasma diagnostics under the harsh condi-
tions of D-T plasma must be capable of performing ac-
curate simultaneous measurements of several populations
of energetic ions: fusion-born alpha-particles, NBI-
produced D ions in the MeV energy range, and minority
ions accelerated with ICRH ~Ref. 1!. In addition, reliable
techniques for detecting electromagnetic plasma oscilla-
tions coupled to some of these energetic ions via the
wave-particle resonances, such as fishbones57 and AEs
~Ref. 30!, are also required since these perturbations may
affect transport and losses of the energetic ions.
This section reviews the development and testing of
diagnostic techniques measuring distribution functions
of energetic ions and energetic ion–driven instabilities
in JET during the decade 1996 to 2006. The main diag-
nostic techniques are reviewed here: measurements of
the distribution function of energetic ions with a neutral
particle analyzer in Sec. V.A, diagnosis of the confined
alpha-particle population derived from the neutron emis-
sion spectrum in Sec. V.B, gamma-ray spectroscopy
and gamma-ray tomography in Sec. V.C, gamma-ray
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measurements of fusion-born alpha particles in trace
tritium experiments in Sec. V.D, interferometry0
reflectometry detection of fast ion–driven Alfvén cas-
cade eigenmodes in reversed shear JET discharges in
Sec. V.E, simultaneous time-resolved measurements of
ICRH-accelerated 3He ions with E . 500 keV and cou-
pled energetic ion–driven AEs in Sec. V.F, and further
improvements of fast ion diagnostics in JET in Sec. V.G.
V.A. Measurements of the Distribution Function of
Energetic Ions with a Neutral Particle Analyzer
Direct detection of energetic ions in JET is carried
out with the help of the neutral particle analyzer ~NPA!
and relies on neutralization of the ions in CXS reactions
with intrinsic impurities: carbon, beryllium, and helium
~the last is present when helium NBI fueling is em-
ployed!. This effect is called impurity-induced neutral-
ization ~IIN! and it is described in Ref. 58 and references
therein. High efficiency of IIN for the energetic ions
results from closeness of their velocities to the orbital
velocities of the electrons in the ground states of main
@H# and @He# impurity ions. The most important reac-
tions for hydrogen isotope ions are
H~D, T! C5, Be3, He,C4, Be2, He
r H~D, T! C6, Be4, He2,C5, Be3, He . ~5!
Three key factors determined a successful develop-
ment of the diagnostic based on IIN:
1. development of an asymptotic theory of nonadi-
abatic transitions relevant to the above reactions
2. development and employment of a special NPA
GEMMA-2 capable of measurements of hydro-
gen and helium isotope fluxes in the energy range
0.3  E ~MeV!  3.5 with close to 100% detec-
tion efficiency and very low sensitivity to gamma
and neutron radiation @;107 at E  1 MeV
~Ref. 59!#
3. reliable measurements of the local density of bare
impurity ions provided by CXS spectroscopy.60
The NPA measurements are intended to
1. provide experimental testing and validation of
theories of radio frequency heating and heating
scenarios
2. quantify the link between energetic ions and MHD
instabilities
3. investigate confinement and slowing down of
charged fusion products.
The NPA is located at the top of the torus, with its vertical
line of sight intersecting the ICRH power deposition re-
gion and lower energy ~octant 4! NBI at the plasma cen-
ter.58 The energy distribution function f ~E ! integrated
along the line of sight is measured for ions in the narrow
range of pitch angles 5 103. Procedures for deduc-
tion of the local effective temperature and minority den-
sity in the case of an anisotropic distribution function of
ICRH-accelerated ions from the measured f ~E ! were de-
veloped in Ref. 61.
The NPA measurements of the energy distribution
functions of ICRH-accelerated ions have resulted in cor-
roboration of a linear increase of the perpendicular tem-
perature of the minority ions with the ICRH power
density,61 predicted by the Stix model.8 Redistribution of
the power between different species was observed in the
course of combined heating scenarios considered for ap-
plication in ITER. As an example, Fig. 23 demonstrates
a reduction of the tail temperature of the proton distribu-
tion function after injection of the deuterium heating beam
at 12 s. Starting from that time, a high-energy tail appears
on the energy distribution function of deuterons, imply-
ing channeling of the ICRH power from first-harmonic
heating of proton minority to second-harmonic heating
of high-energy beam deuterons.62
Much attention was paid to the preparation for mea-
surements of fluxes of fusion products in the JET D-T
campaign in 1997. This activity has led to the theoretical
prediction that IIN of alpha particles would be capable of
providing helium fluxes sufficient for the measurement
of the alphas’ energy spectrum at the core of ITER plas-
ma.63 The IIN of alpha particles is based on the double
CXS reactions with two-electron species of main intrin-
sic plasma impurities:
Fig. 23. Evolution of the ICRH-accelerated proton distribu-
tion function during combined ICRH and deuterium
NBI. The distribution function of the second-harmonic
ICRH-driven deuterons is also shown.
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He2 C4, Be2, Her He C6, Be4, He2 . ~6!
For the first time, the predicted flux of the helium
atoms in the energy range 0.3 to 1.1 MeV was measured
during ICRH D~3He! heating in JET ~Ref. 8!. To make
such measurements possible, the NPA was enhanced with
a spectrometric scintillation detector setup, which greatly
increased the contrast between signal counts and neutron
noise. Comparison of the measured distribution function
with that calculated using the bounce-averaged diffusion
operator in a time-dependent two-dimensional Fokker-
Planck equation for ICRH validated the IIN of helium
ions ~Fig. 24!. The importance of the @He# ions of beryl-
lium and carbon in the creation of the high-energy tail of
the measured helium flux and, hence, for alpha-particle
diagnostics was established. The conclusion was made
that for the anticipated fusion reactivity in JET D-T ex-
periments, the measurement of neutralized alpha-particle
flux would be feasible. The measurements of the distri-
bution function of the slowing-down fusion alpha-
particles in JET D-T plasmas were made in high–fusion
reactivity hot-ion H-mode pulses64 using only NBI heat-
ing, comprising 80-keV D atoms and 140-keV T atoms,
giving a D-T fuel mixture16 nD0~nD  nT ! ; 0.5. The
measurements were carried out with the NPA set up to
detect 4He atoms in eight channels in the energy range
0.8 to 3.0 MeV. The 4He atoms were separated from all
hydrogen isotope atoms except deuterium ~having the
same Z0A ratio!, making 4He of energy Ea indistinguish-
able from D of energy Ed  Ea02. For all pulses ana-
lyzed, a flux of neutral particles an order of magnitude
higher than expected was observed in the low-energy
channels. Most significantly, the low-energy flux arose
long before alpha particles could have slowed down to
the measurement energy. The analysis64 has shown that
the excess flux should be attributed to high-energy deu-
terons produced by close elastic collisions ~knock-on!
between fusion alpha particles and thermal plasma fuel
ions.65– 67 Despite the low density of knock-on deuterons
compared to that of alpha particles @0.0025  fd~E !0
fa~E!  0.07# , a flux of deuterium atoms to the low-
energy NPA channels exceeding the helium flux was
produced because of the much higher neutralization prob-
ability for the deuterons. The derived distribution func-
tions were shown to be in satisfactory agreement with
calculations64 using a time-dependent three-dimensional
Fokker-Planck code FPP-3D, which incorporates neo-
classical transport and classical slowing-down of fusion
alpha particles and knock-on deuterons ~Fig. 25!. The
investigation has also shown that a better strategy for
determining alpha-particle behavior in future D-T exper-
iments would be to measure knock-on tritons in the range
Et  1 ~MeV! rather than direct measurements of alpha
particles or the knock-on deuterons. This is because the
knock-on tritons will be well separated from the alpha
particles in the NPA, unlike the deuterons, and the IIN of
tritons is much more efficient than that for alpha particles.
V.B. Information on the Confined Alpha-Particle
Population in the Neutron Emission Spectrum
Neutron emission spectrum ~NES!measurements are
used to provide information on the fusion reactivity in
deuterium and D-T plasmas, including its detailed de-
pendence on the velocity distribution of the fuel ion pop-
ulation. Thermal ~Maxwellian! plasmas produce spectra
of Gaussian shape whose width is determined by the
Doppler broadening, the reflecting ion temperature. De-
viation from the Gaussian shape signals the presence of
suprathermal velocity components that appear in con-
junction with ICRH and0or NBI, which also form the
NES high-energy tail. High-energy tails can also arise
from fusion products such as the alpha knock-on neutron
~AKN! emission from reactions involving suprathermal
components in the fuel ion population accelerated by
a  D and a  T close collisions, giving maximum
energies up to just below Ea. The AKN spectrum thus
extends well beyond that of D-T neutron ~DTN! emis-
sion even with ICRH and NBI applied.
Fig. 24. Distribution function for ICRH-driven 3He2. The solid
curve is for calculations using IIN modeling. The
dashed curve was calculated ignoring the contribution
of Be2 and C4 to the neutralization of 3He2 ions.
The pulse-height spectrum of the detector output of
the NPA channel set up for 3He2 at 680 keV is also
shown. The detection efficiency for neutrons is 105
of that for ions at the peak of ion distribution.
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The AKN effect was observed experimentally for the
first time during the DTE1 campaign and was also theo-
retically modeled.68,69 The data were collected from 150
AKN events for all high-power NBI-heated plasmas with
an integrated fusion power of 80 MWs ~Fig. 26!. The
AKN tail appears here at the last 20% of the measured
spectrum ~neutron energy range En15.7 to 16.8 MeV!,
where it dominates over the DTN component. The ob-
servation is well described by a calculation with respect
to the AKN0DTN ratio, assuming that the alpha-particle
confinement and slowing down is classical. Moreover,
the data consist of 10 discharges of different electron
temperatures in the range 4 to 8 keV whose neutron emis-
sion spectra were analyzed individually. The observed
amplitude variation of the AKN0DTN is in line with the
expected Te3 dependence due to the combined slowing
down of the alpha particles and of the D and T fuel ions.
The most direct confined alpha-particle information
from NES measurements concerns alpha-particle pres-
sure69; its variation over time could be probed by the
AKN0DTN ratio and quantitative information derived
with the help of plasma model calculations. Moreover,
NES measurements can provide information on the fast
D, T, and alpha-particle populations and their relation-
ship to the fusion reactivity. For quasi–steady state plasma
conditions, this would provide empirical input to equi-
librium calculations of the relationship between fusion
reactivity ~thermal and suprathermal components from
absolute measurement of DTN! and its connection to the
heating from the alpha-particle population ~such as the
birth-to-confinement ratio from the AKN0DTN ratio!.
The measurements can be performed with high ac-
curacy with known types of spectrometers, and the neu-
tron flux from source to detection is practically unaffected
by plasma and vessel windows. The data, therefore, have
high reliability and a low level of systematic uncertain-
ties, which benefits their use as benchmark input to plasma
model calculations to extract embedded specific con-
fined alpha-particle information. Here, NES is in a unique
position as the provider of simultaneous information on
both DTN and AKN reactivities for the separation and
linkage of Paux and Pa effects on burning plasmas, and
this important technique developed on JET may be of
significant interest for ITER ~Ref. 1!.
V.C. Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy and Gamma-Ray
Tomography in JET Plasmas with
ICRH-Accelerated Ions
On JET, the measurements of gamma-ray emission
coming from nuclear reactions between energetic ions
Fig. 25. Distribution functions of fusion alpha particles and
knock-on deuterons64 deduced from the NPA mea-
surements ~points! and the modeling assuming clas-
sical confinement and slowing down ~curves!. The
circles and squares show the results when the maxi-
mum and minimum values for neutralization proba-
bility are used.
Fig. 26. Example68 of a recoil position histogram for the 14-
MeV NES measurements performed during the JET
D-T discharge with NBI. The spectrum is decom-
posed into the contribution coming from deuteron-
triton neutron emission and the AKN emission based
on model calculations. RO is the AKN region of ob-
servation of the full spectrum; the latter extends from
En 11 to 17 MeV.
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and impurity and fuel ions were first reported by Sadler
et al.70 and have since been used to interpret a variety of
fast ion effects during ICRH and NBI ~Refs. 8, 11, and
71–73!. There are three sources of fast particles that can
give rise to gamma-ray emission from high-temperature
plasmas. First, fusion reactions between the plasma fuel
ions produce fusion products such as fast tritons ~1.0
MeV!, protons ~3.0 MeV!, 3He ~0.8 MeV!, and 4He ~3.5
and 3.7 MeV! ions. Second, ICRH of H and 3He-
minority ions accelerates these ions to energies in the
MeV range. There are also ICRH schemes to accelerate
D, T, and 4He ions. Third, NBI heating introduces D, T,
H, 4He, and0or 3He ions. Fast ions born in the plasma
produce line spectra due to their nuclear reactions with
low-Z plasma impurities. The fusion neutrons interact
with the structural materials, generating a continuousg-ray
background.
A list of all essential nuclear reactions that have been
identified in the gamma-ray spectra recorded in JET was
given in Table 1 of Ref. 74. These reactions are classi-
fied by the types of fast ions interacting with different
target ions in plasma. The table contains assessments of
the minimum energy of the fast particles required to pro-
duce gamma-ray yields at levels that can be measured in
JET. In particular, the table displays the reaction
9Be~a, ng! 12C, the significance of which for the diag-
nosing helium ions in the MeV energy range was
shown.11,75–77 This nuclear reaction is of a resonant type,
which has thresholds. The presence of the 4.44-MeV peak
in the gamma-ray spectra is evidence for the existence of
alphas with energies that exceed 1.7 MeV. The 3.21-MeV
gamma rays indicate that the alphas with energies in
excess of 4 MeV exist in the plasma. As an example,
Fig. 27 shows two gamma-ray spectra, recorded in the
same JET discharge: The plot on the left shows the spec-
trum during a 300-ms blip of tritium NBI; the one on the
right shows the spectrum just after this NBI blip. During
the injection, two gamma-ray peaks, 4.44 MeV and 3.21
MeV, are observed; however, in the postblip time slice
the 3.21-MeV peak becomes rather weak. This is an ef-
fect of changes in the distribution function, i.e., the result
of a shift of the high-energy tail to the low-energy range
due to the alpha particle slowing down.76
In alpha-particle simulation experiments with third-
harmonic heating of 4He beam in 4He plasmas,11,77 gamma
radiation due to the nuclear reaction 9Be~4He, ng! 12C
was detected, showing the successful ICRH acceleration
of 4He beam ions as intended. The first energy level, 4.44
MeV, of the final nucleus, 12C, is excited by alpha parti-
cles, and as a result the peak at 4.44 MeV in the spectrum
appears. The gamma-ray emission from the reaction
12C~D, pg! 13C was observed as well. A peak at 3.09
MeV ~transition 3.09r 0!, which is identified as a gamma
emission from the 12C~D, pg! 13C reaction, reflects the
presence in the plasma of the fast D ions in the MeV
range. This evidence indicates that the deuterium minor-
ity also absorbs some ICRH power at the third-harmonic
D resonance that coincides with the third harmonic 4He
resonance. Figure 28 shows the gamma-ray spectra re-
corded during 1 s in two similar discharges with a high-
resolution NaI~Tl! spectrometer. It is seen that when the
110-keV neutral beam heating injector was replaced by
the 70-keV one with the same power, the intensity of the
4.44-MeV gamma emission fell substantially, whereas
the deuterium gamma peak did not change. This effect
can be explained by decreasing single-pass 4He damping
Fig. 27. Gamma-ray spectra measured80 in 2.0-MA, 2.25-T JET discharge ~pulse 61046! with deuterium 15-MW NBI during
300-ms blip of tritium NBI and just after the blip. Here, PTNBI' 1.5 MW, Te~0! ' 6 keV, and ne~0! ' 6 1019 m3.
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of the ICRH waves due to the smaller value of the finite
Larmor radius of the fast ions that determines the third
cyclotron harmonic absorption.
In JET gamma-ray energy spectra are measured with
two different devices, a horizontal and a vertical line of
sight through the plasma center.74 The first spectrometer
is a calibrated bismuth germanate ~BGO! scintillation
detector with 75-mm diameter and 75-mm height that is
located in a well-shielded bunker and views the plasma
tangentially. To reduce the neutron flux and the gamma-
ray background, the front collimator is filled with poly-
thene. Behind the scintillation detector there is an
additional dump of polythene and lead. The gamma rays
are continuously recorded in all JET discharges over the
energy range 1 to 28 MeV, with an energy resolution of
about 4% at 10 MeV. The second device for gamma-ray
energy spectrum measurements is a NaI~Tl! scintillation
detector with a diameter of 125 mm and a height of
150 mm that views the plasma vertically through the
center.
The spatial distribution of the gamma-ray emission
sources in the JET plasma is measured using the neutron
profile monitor shown in Fig. 29. The monitor consists of
two cameras, vertical and horizontal, with 9 and 10 lines
of sight, respectively. To measure the gamma-ray emis-
sion profile in the energy range Eg . 1 MeV, we use the
fast electrons-bremsstrahlung diagnostic system, which
is incorporated into the neutron profile monitor. The de-
tector array is composed of the 19 CsI~Tl! photodiodes
~10 mm  10 mm  15 mm!. The photodiodes are re-
motely placed for measurements in the front of neutron
detectors within each collimation channel. The data ac-
quisition system accommodates the gamma-ray count rate
measurement in four energy windows. This allows the
allocation of specific gamma-ray peaks in the windows
to be counted separately. A typical example of the tomo-
graphic reconstruction of the measured line-integrated
profiles is shown in Fig. 30. It is seen clearly that the
gamma-ray emission profile produced by fast D ions dif-
fers from the profile from 4He ions accelerated by ICRH
~Ref. 77!. This effect can be explained by the initial
difference in pitch angle distribution between 4He beam
ions injected into the plasma quasi-tangentially and iso-
tropic D-minority ions.
To identify fast particles that exist in the plasma and
give rise to the observed gamma-ray emission and to
assess the effective tail temperatures of these fast ions, a
dedicated code for the gamma-ray spectrum modeling,
the GAMMOD code, has been developed based on the
known nuclear reaction cross sections; it includes about
a hundred gamma-ray transitions in the final nuclei of the
nuclear reactions.74 Measurements from JET experi-
ments in recent years indicate that the gamma-ray diag-
nostics work well, but further substantial improvement
Fig. 28. Gamma-ray spectra measured77 by the NaI~Tl! detec-
tor. The solid line shows the spectrum recorded in a
discharge with 70- and 110-keV 4He NBI; the dashed
line shows the spectrum recorded in a discharge with
two 70-keV 4He NBI.
Fig. 29. Schematic view of the JET neutron emission profile
monitor used for the spatial gamma ray emission mea-
surements.74
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of the diagnostics is proposed for measurements in high-
performance D and D-T discharges to demonstrate the
capabilities of gamma-ray diagnostics for burning plasma
physics in future reactors. In particular, the development
of gamma-ray spectrometers based on fast heavy scintil-
lators and of a data acquisition system with fast digi-
tizers78 and the installation of the efficient neutron
attenuators79 has been proposed. The main goals of this
project are improving the energy and temporal resolution
of the diagnostics and reducing the gamma-ray
background.
V.D. First Gamma-Ray Measurements of Fusion-Born
Alpha Particles in Trace Tritium Experiments
in JET
The gamma-ray measurements80 of fusion-born alpha
particles were done in JET “trace tritium” discharges,
i.e., in majority deuterium plasmas after seeding with a
small population of tritium NBI fast ions. The gamma-
ray emission from the nuclear reaction 9Be~a, ng! 12C is
used to measure changes in the density of the fast alpha
particles with energy Ea . 1.7 MeV in the post-NBI
period. This diagnostic nuclear reaction has already been
applied to detect the presence of the fast alpha particles
in JET experiments as simulated by 4He beam ions ac-
celerated with ICRH to the MeV range.11
In the experiments gamma-ray energy spectra are
measured with a calibrated BGO scintillation detector74
with diameter of 75 mm and a height of 75 mm. The
detector is located in a well-shielded bunker and views
the plasma quasi-tangentially. The detector line of sight
lies in a horizontal plane about 30 cm below the plasma
magnetic axis. During these experiments, the gamma rays
were continuously recorded with integration time 250 ms
over the energy range 1 to 28 MeV, with an energy res-
olution of about 4% at 10 MeV.
Diagnostic capabilities of the nuclear reaction
9Be~a, ng! 12C are determined by the specific reaction
cross section. The resonance structures in the excitation
functions of the first two levels of the final nucleus, 12C,
populated in this reaction provide the energy selectivity
for the alpha-particle measurements. The first energy level,
4.44 MeV, is excited by alpha particles with energies
exceeding 1.7 MeV, and the second one, 7.65 MeV, is
populated by alpha particles with energies in excess of 4
MeV. The beam-plasma alpha particles can give rise to
4.44-MeV gammas ~4.44 r 0 transition! and can also
excite the second level, giving rise to gamma rays with
energy 3.21 MeV ~7.65r 4.44 transition!.
Clear variations in the intensity of the 4.44-MeV
gamma-ray emission were observed in the post–beam
blip period of many discharges. Figure 31 shows decays
of the 4.44-MeV gamma-ray intensity, recorded by the
Fig. 30. Tomographic reconstructions of 4.44-MeV gamma-ray emission from nuclear reaction 9Be~4He, ng! 12C ~left! and
3.09-MeV gamma-ray emission from the reaction 12C~D, pg! 13C ~right! deduced from simultaneously measured
profiles.77
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spectrometer in discharges with different NBI heating
powers. The measured rate of 14-MeV neutrons, which
are born during the T-beam injection, is shown as well.
The decays of the gamma-ray emission are measured
against unchanging plasma conditions. In these experi-
ments the duration of T-beam blips was tblip  300 ms.
More than 20 discharges were analyzed. Correlation
between the tg decay time of the 4.44-MeV g-ray inten-
sity from the reaction 9Be~a, ng! 12C and the plasma
parameters in different plasma scenarios was estab-
lished. The interpretation of the experimentally observed
evolution of the alpha-produced gamma-ray emission re-
quires not only a simulation of the alpha-particle trans-
port but an equally accurate description of the time
dependence and the phase space shape of the fusion source
determined by the tritium NBI blips and the deuterium
plasma. Due to the essential contribution of beam-target
and beam-beam fusions to alpha production, the source
term shape in spatial and velocity coordinates is deter-
mined by the tritium behavior as well as by the distribu-
tion function of deuterium.
V.E. Interferometry/Reflectometry Detection of
Fast Ion–Driven Alfvén Cascade Eigenmodes
in Reversed Shear JET Discharges
The first O-mode interferometry-like measurements
of AEs driven by energetic ions accelerated by ICRH in
JET were performed in 2003 ~Ref. 18!. This technique,
which measures line-integrated electron density pertur-
bations, has been used to detect Alfvén cascade ~AC!
eigenmodes19,83 typical of reversed-shear advanced to-
kamak scenarios in JET. It shows an unprecedented fre-
quency and time resolution of the eigenmodes, far superior
to those obtained by external magnetic coils or by the
ECE radiometer reported earlier.19,81
This diagnostic probes the midplane plasma from the
outer side of the torus ~at major radius R ' 4 m! and
toward the high magnetic field region along a radial line
of sight. Initially applied to density profile measure-
ments,82 this diagnostic tool now works with up to 10
fixed-frequency channels for density perturbation mea-
surement. The microwave beam propagating through the
plasma undergoes a change in amplitude and a shift in
phase proportional to the integration of the refractive
index N~R! @1 ne~R!0necrit#102 along the line of sight.
Here, the plasma electron density is the sum of the equi-
librium density n0~R! and the perturbed density dn~R!
caused by AEs, ne~R!  n0~R!  dn~R!, and necrit is the
critical density determined for microwaves with fre-
quency vvpe, where vpe is the plasma frequency. The
density perturbations dn induce perturbations of both the
amplitude A and the phase f of the probing microwave
beams by comparing the beam propagating through the
plasma with the reference beam outside the plasma. The
beam propagating through the plasma is reflected from
the inner wall of the torus ~at R ' 2 m! in the interfer-
ometry regime and from the plasma in the reflectometry
regime. The receiver measuring the returned beam is con-
nected to a digital converter with a sampling rate of 1 MHz,
and the data for A cos f and A sin f are recorded with
14-bit effective resolution for 3 s during discharges.
Figure 32a shows time traces of the input power and
the plasma parameters from a BT' 2.75 T, IP' 1.7 MA
JET discharge, in which lower hybrid current drive
~LHCD!was applied during the current ramp-up phase to
obtain a reversed-shear magnetic configuration. ICRH
power was used for accelerating hydrogen minority ions
to energies high enough for the ions to resonate with
shear Alfvén waves. Figure 32b shows the fixed frequen-
cies of the six-channel microwave beams used in the
experiment versus the cutoff frequency determined by
the plasma density profile. These probing beams operate
in the interferometry regime if the maximum plasma
density is below 0.43, 1.06, 1.44, 1.94, 2.54, or 3.16
~ 1019 m3!, respectively, for the six beams. Figure 33
shows both the interferometry and the external magnetic
coil measurements of Alfvén modes excited by the fast
ions in this discharge. The Alfvén frequency spectrum
consists of many frequency-sweeping discrete modes ob-
served in the frequency band from 40 kHz to the TAE
frequency range, 140 kHz, in agreement with the well-
established characteristics of the ACs ~Refs. 19, 81, and
83!. Figure 33a shows the interferometry measurements
of the density perturbation associated with AC modes,
indicating that very high resolution in both time and fre-
quency with high sensitivity can be achieved. The high
sensitivity of this measurement technique allows the ob-
servation of ACs with toroidal mode numbers up to
Fig. 31. Comparison80 of time evolutions of 4.44-MeV g-ray
emission measured in discharges 61044 and 61048.
Pulse 61044: 2.0 MA, 2.25 T; PDNBI  14.5 MW,
PTNBI  1.5 MW; Te~0!  5 keV, ne~0!  4.8 
1019 m3. Pulse 61048: 2.0 MA, 2.25 T; PDNBI 
2.9 MW, PTNBI  2.3 MW; Te~0!  3.5 keV, ne~0! 
3.2 1019 m3.
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n16 ~inferred from the slope dvAC 0dt !. In comparison,
the magnetic probe data shown in Fig. 33b detected ACs
with mode numbers only up to n 5 and during a much
shorter time window. The physics interpretation of the
data is independent of the choice between the amplitude
A and the phase shift f of the reflected signal since they
both show the ACs. However, the clearest images of the
ACs were obtained on spectrograms of the amplitude A
and of the homodyne signals A cos f or A sin f due to
the way the signals are recorded in JET. In accordance
with Ref. 19, an AC starts to exist if the condition
m nqmin~t ! 0 becomes valid, where both m and n are
integers. It follows, then, that for a qmin~t !, which de-
creases in time, ACs of different mode numbers m, n are
excited one by one, scanning the condition m0nqmin~t !
in time. Figure 33a, then, is showing the sequence of ACs
associated with all possible ~low! rational values through
which qmin~t ! passes. Therefore, monitoring of the value
of qmin~t ! with a very high accuracy, up to Dqmin ' 116_ ,
can be performed based on the interferometry measure-
ments. The appearance times of the ACs also can be used
as a diagnostic of rational magnetic surfaces passing
through a layer at r rmin associated with the magnetic
surface at qmin~t !. In particular, Fig. 33a shows clearly
that at t ' 4.4 s ACs of all possible mode numbers are
excited simultaneously, indicating the appearance of
qmin~t !  integer.19,81 A clear gap in the density of the
ACs observed just before this time shows the depletion of
the rational m0n values, as discussed in Ref. 84.
An important correlation in time is observed in JET
~Ref. 85! between the ITB-triggering events and “grand”
ACs marking the appearance of qmin~t !  integer mag-
netic surfaces. Often, the ITB-triggering events precede
the observation of grand ACs. This correlation is ob-
served for a variety of JET reversed-shear discharges
with plasma densities up to 51019 m3 and for various
magnetic fields and plasma currents.86 Use of this corre-
lation allows a better development of new advanced sce-
narios in JET.
In summary, a new interferometry technique was de-
veloped for monitoring the discrete spectrum of Alfvén
cascade eigenmodes driven by ICRH-accelerated ions
in “advanced” scenarios of the JET tokamak. Similar
Fig. 32. Discharge 60935 in JET ~Ref. 18!. ~a! Time traces of
LHCD and ICRH power, on-axis electron density, and
central electron temperature. ~b! Frequency of the
O-mode cutoff as a function of major radius calcu-
lated from the measured electron density profile to-
gether with frequencies of the six microwave beams
launched from R' 4 m.
Fig. 33. Fourier spectrograms18 showing ACs with different
toroidal and poloidal mode numbers in the discharge
shown in Fig. 32. ~a! Interferometry measurements
with microwave beam of 45.2 GHz. ~b! Measure-
ments with external magnetic pickup coil.
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techniques based on higher probing frequency micro-
waves may be applied for diagnosing plasma of ITER-
type tokamak-reactors.
V.F. Simultaneous Time-Resolved Measurements of
ICRH-Accelerated 3He Ions with E > 500 keV
and Coupled Energetic Ion–Driven AEs
To study coupling between fast ions and AEs in the
regime of small drift orbits of fast ions, Ddrift 0a' 0.1 ,,
1, relevant for ITER-type machines, JET developed a
scenario for AEs excited with ICRF-accelerated 3He mi-
nority in 4He plasma.87 Fast 3He ions with energy as low
as 500 keV can interact with C and Be impurities and
generate gamma rays through nuclear reactions much
more numerous74 than those with 4He. Due to the high
intensity of this gamma-ray emission from 3He, time-
resolved measurements of fast 3He become possible. The
choice of helium plasma instead of deuterium was deter-
mined for two main reasons. First, for similar ion tem-
peratures, 4He thermal ions have lower speed than
deuterium thermal ions, so the ion Landau damping of
AEs due to the V5 i  VA03 resonance is exponentially
smaller for AEs in 4He plasma. Second, the low level of
neutrons makes the gamma-ray measurements nearly noise
free, so a better-quality gamma-ray image of the fast 3He
ions, with time resolution up to 10 ms, could be obtained.
Figure 34 shows simultaneous measurements of the
AE activity in the frequency range up to 450 kHz with
Mirnov coils, together with the intensity of gamma-ray
emission measured by the vertical gamma-ray camera in
JET helium discharge 63099. In this discharge, the mag-
netic field and maximum plasma current were B 3.3 T
and I  2.3 MA, respectively, the electron temperature
and density were Te~0! ' 6.5 keV and ne~0! ' 2.5 
1019 m3, and the plasma composition was 4He:D 
91%:9%. LHCD power of 1.7 MW was applied during
the current ramp-up phase to obtain a reversed shear
magnetic configuration, and ICRH power of 5 MW was
applied for the on-axis heating of 3He minority ions.
Notches in the ICRH power from 5 MW down to 1 MW
were performed in this discharge at time slices 5.6 s
and 7.2 s in order to observe both the decay and increase
of the 3He fast ion population with E . 500 keV on the
gamma-ray diagnostics. It is seen in Fig. 34 that numerous
AEs of different types were excited in this discharge:
ACs ~Ref. 81!, TAEs ~Ref. 27!, and EAEs ~Ref. 28!. The
notches in ICRH power affect significantly both the
gamma ray emission from 3He ions and the AEs, but
different AEs are affected somewhat differently. Fig-
ure 34 shows that a sharp decrease in intensity of gamma
ray emission from 3He with E . 500 keV is well corre-
lated with the disappearance of the TAE modes. However,
the ACs with frequencies approaching the TAE persist
during the time of the notch in ICRH power, when no
3He ions are detected with the gamma-ray camera. This
indicates that the AC instability is caused by 3He ions
with energies lower than 500 keV, in correspondence
with the observation of ACs in JET and on DIII-D
driven with sub-Alfvénic NBI ~Ref. 86!. In spite of the
high-amplitude AE activity in the whole frequency range
covered by the MHD diagnostics, the time-resolved mea-
surements of 3He with E . 500 keV detected no notable
degradation of gamma-ray emission due to any of the
AEs observed in these discharges with the orbit widths
Ddrift 0a  1.
V.G. Further Improvements of Fast Ion
Diagnostics in JET
Gamma-ray spectroscopy is now the most estab-
lished technique to measure both the energy and the spa-
tial distribution of the alpha particles in JET. The main
limitation of this approach is due to the energy threshold
of the nuclear reactions, which are the basis of the gamma
ray emission. The reactions most used in JET have cross
sections that fall off with energy quite rapidly for ener-
gies lower than about 1 MeV. This method is therefore
very useful to detect the source and the high energy range
of the alpha or fast particles. On the other hand, the
energy range of more interest from the point of view of
wave-particle interactions is below 1 MeV. To address
this limitation of the JET diagnostic capability, a differ-
ent approach based on the atomic physics of impurity
ions is presently being developed. It consists of injecting
an extrinsic high-Z impurity into the plasma. The energy
levels of its highly ionized species found in the plasma
Fig. 34. Top: Intensity of g rays born in nuclear reactions be-
tween fast 3He and Be as measured with vertical g-ray
camera ~channel 11 is at the inner side of the torus and
channel 19 at the outer side, as Fig. 29 shows!. Bot-
tom: Magnetic spectrogram showing ACs, TAEs, and
EAEs excited by fast 3He ions at the time of measure-
ments of 3He profile discharge 63099 in JET ~Ref. 87!.
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core can be populated by collisions with energetic parti-
cles, such as the alphas, as well as electrons. Spectral line
intensity ratios can therefore allow the energetic particle
density to be determined. Preliminary experiments in
which F-like Kr has been excited by fast D neutral beam
particles have given positive results. The quantum me-
chanical calculations of the relevant cross sections are
being finalized for F-like Kr. By using transitions from
different ions and other elements, this technique has the
potential to give information on the velocity distribution
functions of the alpha particles.
Another JET diagnostic capability, which lies in the
field of lost alpha detection, is available now. A series of
Faraday cups were installed during the 2004 and 2005
shutdown.88 The Faraday cups consist of an array of 13
individual detectors, each with a minimum of four 75mm
25 mm 2.501 mm Ni foils separated by 2.5 mm phlo-
gophite mica electrical insulating foils. Each detector
allows a modest degree of energy resolution ~between 20
and 50% depending on the detailed foil and aperture
geometry!, a time resolution of about 1 ms, and a mini-
mum detectable signal of about 0.5 nA. The detectors
are distributed between three radial locations ~equally
spaced between 25 and 85 mm behind the adjacent po-
loidal limiter! at five poloidal locations between mid-
plane and 80 cm below midplane. The heat load from the
alpha-particle flux is dissipated by having the aperture in
front of the foils consist of an array of 3-mm-diameter
circular holes. The estimated temperature of the foils will
consequently remain less than about 900 K. The mini-
mum detectable signal level is about 0.5 nA. A total of
about 40 signals will therefore be available. The detec-
tors have an energy resolution between 30 and 50% and
a bandwidth of 1 kHz. This diagnostic could be imple-
mented in ITER since it is rather robust and compatible
with the ITER environment.
The Faraday cups are complemented by a scintillator
probe located just below the equatorial plane.89 The scin-
tillator device consists of a thin layer of P56 scintillator
~0.63 lumens0W!. The scintillator image is transmitted
through a series of lenses and fiber optic bundles to a
charge-coupled device and a photomultiplier tube out-
side the vessel with respective time resolutions of 20 and
3 ms. The device will allow a pitch angle resolution of
5%, a best achievable resolution of the gyroradius of
15%, and a minimum detectable signal level of about 5
104 a0s. To maintain a scintillator temperature below
about 4008C, an externally supplied water cooling sys-
tem has been incorporated in the probe design.
The JET diagnostic was designed mainly with the
detection of alpha particles born in fusion reactions ~4He,
3.5 MeV! in mind but is sufficiently flexible to also see
high-energy hydrogen and deuterium.90 Its range of ac-
cessible pitch angles extends from 35 to 85 deg ~5%
resolution!; detectable energies depend on the particle
type since only particles with gyroradii between 30 and
140 mm ~15% resolution! pass the collimator. It is
equipped with P56 as the scintillating material, which
shows high photon efficiency per ion and a moderately
fast decay time ~3 ms! and is compatible with the envi-
ronment in JET ~hot vessel, neutron fluxes!.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
One can now assess the JET results described in this
chapter in the wider context of the present-day magnetic
nuclear fusion research and the next-step burning plasma
experiment. Analysis of electron heating by fusion-born
alpha particles in JET D-T discharges has shown that the
energy transfer from alpha particles to electrons is con-
sistent with classical expectations and reveals no anom-
alous effects. In the same experiments, thermal ion heating
was found to be higher than expected, possibly due to ion
temperature internal barrier formation in D-T plasmas or
other effects unaccounted for so far. Further investiga-
tion of thermal ion heating by fusion-born alpha particles
is of significant interest for possible future D-T experi-
ments. It is important to note, however, that the excessive
value of thermal ion heating is a positive effect enhanc-
ing the fusion reactivity of the plasma. In summary, the
heating study performed on JET did not reveal any anom-
alous effects that may prevent achievement of predicted
fusion power in a next-step device.
No AEs driven by alpha particles were observed in
the highest fusion power JET D-T hot-ion H-mode dis-
charges. The presence and absence of AEs excited by
ICRH-accelerated ions and alpha particles are consistent
with the existing CASTOR-K model. AEs possibly driven
by alpha particles together with ICRH-accelerated ions
were observed in optimized shear JET plasmas with
elevated q profile in the afterglow phase after abrupt
switching off of NBI and ICRH power. A study of alpha-
particle-driven AEs in such scenarios will require devel-
opment of a reproducible scenario for optimized shear
plasmas with NBI only ~no ICRH!. This development
also may be considered as an aim for possible future D-T
experiments.
Experiments using an active antenna system to drive
and detect modes in the Alfvén frequency range have
shown the existence of weakly damped, stable eigen-
modes, clearly identified as AEs of TAE and EAE fre-
quency ranges. No other resonant modes were found in
the plasma spectrum in the Alfvén wave frequency range
~20 to 500 kHz!. Eigenfrequencies of the stable AEs were
found to be in good agreement with existing theory of
AEs, and this allowed development of an MHD spectros-
copy technique. In addition to the information on AE
frequency, a large database of the AE damping rates has
been accumulated in a variety of plasma configurations.
This database is of interest for assessing the linear sta-
bility limits of AEs under different conditions. Following
the successful active antenna experiment in JET, similar
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diagnostics have been installed on C-MOD and MAST,
thus significantly expanding the AE spectrum database
for high-density high-field plasmas ~C-MOD! and high-
beta plasmas ~MAST!.
Knock-on deuterons of MeV energy range born in
close elastic collisions with alpha particles were detected
for the first time in JET D-T experiments by two inde-
pendent diagnostics, NPA and neutron emission spectros-
copy. These measurements have demonstrated the
possibility of obtaining information about alpha particles
through knock-on deuterons, which are much easier to
measure.
Diagnosis of energetic ions based on measuring
gamma rays born in nuclear reactions between the ener-
getic ions and fuel and impurity ions was favorably dem-
onstrated in JET experiments. For the first time, this
diagnostic technique measured simultaneously spatial pro-
files of two different energetic ion populations, D and
4He. It was also demonstrated for the first time that such
diagnostics are capable of measuring gamma-ray emis-
sion from fusion-born alpha particles in tritium trace ex-
periments. Measurement of gamma-ray profiles of ICRH-
accelerated 3He ions with high time resolution performed
simultaneously with measurements of unstable AEs in a
broad frequency range has demonstrated the possibility
of assessing the properties of energetic ions coupled to
significantAE activity. Further development of the gamma
diagnostics will aim at the possibility of employing these
measurements in high-power D-T plasmas by using neu-
tron filters in the collimators and testing detectors, which
would be sensitive to gamma rays but transparent to
neutrons.
AEs remain one of the most important uncertainties
in predicting alpha-particle behavior in future burning
plasma devices. It is therefore crucial to develop diag-
nostic techniques that are able to unambiguously detect
unstable AEs in plasmas. A new O-mode interferometry
technique detecting electron density perturbations has
shown for the first time the possibility to detect AEs with
higher time and frequency resolution and higher sensi-
tivity than Mirnov coils. Following this development,
far-infrared interferometry and phase contrast imaging
diagnostic techniques were employed for detecting high-
frequency AEs in JET and worldwide.
A major enhancement of fast ion diagnostics in JET
has been recently performed. This includes scintillator
and Faraday cups for measuring fast ion losses, neutron
spectrometer TOFOR, and dedicated active TAE an-
tenna. All the new diagnostics have started to operate
very successfully, and they significantly enhance JET as
a machine for burning plasma studies.
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